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Every day more people in Africa are infected with RN despite prevention efforts. These
new infections and those already infected are not evenly spread throughout the continent.
Substantial variations in RN prevalence exist within and between countries.
Understanding these variations helps understand what is driving the epidemic and this
understanding in turn helps in the design of more appropriate interventions to prevent its
further spread. This thesis builds on existing work by attempting to develop a more
comprehensive theory of what role income plays in the spread of RN. To this end the
Theory of the Dual Role of Income in the Spread of RN is outlined and explained. It
uses the concepts of relative and absolute income, borrowed from elsewhere in the health
economics literature, to separate the different effects income has on individual and group
risk of RIV infection. The theory hypothesises that, while higher levels of absolute
income (income independent of others) offer protection against infection via better access
to health care and information, higher relative income (the income of an individual
relative to other members of their social or reference group) increases risk of infection
either as a result of more sexual partners or higher risk partners. The theory in no way
argues that RN infections are not related to poverty, but rather that the relationship is
,
somewhat more complicated and non-linear than often suggested. The explanatory power
of the theory is examined with the use primarily of two data sets: firstly using data
collected from antenatal clinics in two South African provinces linked with census data
and secondly with data on a large South African company. While these data are not
ideal, the results from the analysis are in line with the expectations based on the theory.
The theory and the results of the analysis presented in this thesis support the argument
that environments in which decisions are made and actions taken are important in
determining risk of RIV infection. This argument suggests that prevention efforts need to
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Introduction
While the world awaited the coming of a new millenium on 31 December 1999, over 34
million of its inhabitants did so already infected with RN (UNAIDS, 2000). Almost 19
million more had already died of AIDS, three million of them during that year, and over
13 million children spent the night without their mother because she was among the dead.
Prevention campaIgns continue, promoting abstinence from sex, faithfulness to one
partner and the use of condoms. Despite these efforts, UNAIDS estimates that over five
million people were infected with RN in 1999 alone. The focus of prevention activities
suggests that changing individual choices through the provision of information is the key
to turning the tide of this epidemic. The findings contained in this thesis contribute to the
growing evidence that it is rather the environment in which decisions are made, and in
which behaviours occur, that is driving the RN epidemic. There are cultural, social and
economic factors that shape behaviour and the risk of that behaviour. Without
understanding and addressing these factors, the provision of information alone will have
limited success.
It is not an objective of this thesis to develop a prevention intervention; its aim is rather to
contribute to the understanding of the socio-economic factors driving the epidemic, with
a focus on what role income plays in the spread of HIV. Through this contribution, it is
hoped that this research, along with other work of a similar nature, will help inform
future efforts to prevent the further spread of RN.
The importance of socio-economic factors in the spread of RN is highlighted in the
examination of the uneven spread of the disease. UNAIDS estimate that 24 million of the
34 million people living with RN at the end of 1999 lived in Africa, and the prevalence
within the adult population of countries of sub-Saharan Africa varied from 1.35 per cent
in Niger to 36 per cent in Botswana (2000). Even within countries, RIV prevalence can
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vary greatly. In South Africa, provincial HIV prevalence among women attending clinics
in 2001 varied from less than 10 per cent in the Western Cape to over 33 per cent in
KwaZulu-Natal (Department of Health, 2002). Figure 1 displays the levels of HIV
infection in the nine South African Provinces.












Infection rates vary widely at an even more micro level. In 1999 in KwaZulu-Natal, one
of South Africa's provinces, for example, HIV prevalence at antenatal clinics varied from
10 per cent to close to 50 per cent. Figure 2 highlights the variation between the different
health districts within the province.
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Figure 0.2 The uneven spread of HIV in KwaZulu-Natal
HI\/ PREVALENCE IN I<\I\/AZULU-~JATAL
data from ,A.NTEN,A.T,A.L CLINIC 1999
Source: r'l1ational Health Department
These dramatic variations in the spread on RIV, between and within continents and
countries, have prompted researchers to investigate the causes. The resultant research has
suggested a range of possible factors leading to the variations. One of the major causes
for the variation between continents is that there appears to be a number of different
epidemics, with different characteristics and at different levels of maturity, unfolding
around the world. RIV in Africa is largely a heterosexual epidemic with many men and
women infected and new infections occurring primarily through unprotected vaginal sex.
RIV infection rates have reached far higher levels than anywhere else in the world. By
the end of 1999 there were 16 countries in Africa in which RIV prevalence was in excess
of 10 per cent of adults aged 15-49; in seven of those prevalence was close to, or in
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excess of, 20 per cent (UNAIDS, 2000). In Asia, by contrast, there are only three
countries where adult prevalence exceeds 1 per cent.
In Latin America, RN has three major pathways of transmission (UNAIDS, 2000).
While there is a growing heterosexual epidemic, infections levels are also high among
men who have sex with men and among intravenous drug users. In the high income
regions of the world, the bulk of infections are within the male homosexual population
and the drug using population (UNAIDS, 2000).
Given this variety in the nature and maturity of the various RN epidemics in the world it
would have been impossible to address the role of income across all of them within one
thesis. The role of income is likely to be very different for drug-user epidemics as
opposed to those driven by sexual transmission. Furthermore power relationships
between the sexes associated with income obviously lead to different roles for income in
heterosexual epidemics compared to homosexual ones. While there may be some cross
cutting issues it was necessary to select one type of epidemic to focus on. The literature
reviewed and the theory developed in this thesis, therefore, focus on the epidemic in
Africa. The African epidemic was selected because of its maturity as one of the issues
discussed in this thesis relates to how the role of income may change as the epidemic
matures.
In Africa, differences in migration patterns and levels, poverty rates, STI prevalence, and
the incidence of male circumcision and condom use are some examples of factors
identified in the literature as influencing the spread of the disease. Chapter one of this
thesis discusses, in detail, this type of research, the methods applied and the different
determinate of variation identified. For now, however, the following figure provides a






















Source: As shown in Whiteside and Sunter, 2000, p20.
HIV is transmitted in Africa primarily through heterosexual intercourse. The risk of each
sexual act is determined by a variety of biomedical factors, which in turn are the result of
sexual behaviour. Such behaviour, however, occurs within the context of the broader
socio-economic environment, which is itself shaped by the macro environment. The
above is a simplification, as the relationships are not so clearly ordered. Indeed, the
macro environment may affect biomedical factors directly; for example, in a Muslim
country the macro environment might lead to higher rates of male circumcision and
therefore an affect on a biomedical risk factor. Regardless of how different influences
affect risk, the point remains that, although sexual in nature, HIV infections occur in a
broader socio-economic framework.
For many of the factors associated with HIV infection the relationship is not
unidirectional. RIV infections and the resultant AIDS deaths themselves have an impact
on socio-economic conditions and other variables that affect the risk of RIV infection.
The relationship between HIV infection and some of these factors appear to work in both
directions. This is certainly the case regarding income. This thesis examines the link
between income and HIV infection, from the point of view of how income affects risk of
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infection. There is, however, also an impact on income and socio-economic status as a
result of RN infection. Whiteside (2002) discusses how, once infected, an individual
faces increasing costs associated with their illness at the same time as their ability to
work is reduced. Such an impact is felt not only by the individual, but by the household
in which they live, and collectively RN infections are, and will increasingly be, affecting
entire communities and countries. While the impact of RN infections on income, and
indeed on many other variables, is an extremely important area of research, this thesis
concentrates on the relationship between income and RN infection up to the point where
infection has occurred.
Although simplified, figure 0.3 already highlights that there are many important factors
contributing to the spread of RIV and accounting for the uneven spread. While it is
important to develop an understanding of as many of these as possible, that is well
beyond the scope of this thesis. This thesis focuses on one of the contributory factors, the
role of income in the spread of RN.
A considerable amount of insightful and useful work on the relationship between RN
and income has already been done internationally, notably Ainsworth et aI, 1998, Cohen,
1993 and 1998, Stillwaggon, 2000 and Over, 1998. This thesis builds on this work in an
effort to develop a more in-depth understanding of the role of income in the spread of
RN. It is argued that this greater depth of understanding can be obtained by applying
concepts borrowed from elsewhere in the health economics literature. With the use of the
concepts of relative and absolute income, commonly used in debates on differential
health outcomes between developed countries, the work already done can be developed
into a more comprehensive set of explanations. Absolute income refers, to an
individual's, or a group's, income independent of other individuals or groups. Relative
income is the income of an individual relative to other members of their group. An
individual may be relatively wealthy although in absolute terms they are poor. This can
occur if their group is poor but they have income above the average of their group. While
still being poor, they are considered to be relatively wealthy when compared to other
members of their group.
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The basis of the more comprehensive explanation is that income has a dual role in
relation to risk of RN infection. Absolute income, it is argued, offers protection against
infection through, among other things, better medical treatment for STIs and better access
to information. Relative income, however, is argued to affect access to resources and
power within a group; therefore members of the group with higher relative income have
greater ability to sustain multiple partnerships, at least in the case of men, and as a result
incur greater risk. It is argued that the average absolute income of a group of individuals
determines the average risk of the group, but that an individual's income relative to other
members of that group determines their risk relative to that average. Furthermore, the
two types of income are argued to work in opposite directions: the higher the group's
average income in absolute terms, the lower their average risk, but the higher an
individual's income relative to others within the group the higher their risk relative to the
average. Such reasoning suggests that the relatively wealthy of poor groups will have the
highest infection rates.
The above explanation is obviously an oversimplification as there are many
complications, such as who should be considered to be in a group together and how the
effects of income do, or do not differ for men and women. The following chapters
attempt to deal with some of these complications as the concepts of relative and absolute
income are applied to the question of the relationship between RN and income. The
results of this application in this thesis are then presented as the theory of the dual role of
income in the spread of RN. The predictions of this theory are then examined in relation
to the analyses of a number of data sets. To this end the structure of this thesis is as
follows.
Chapter one: Literature Review
This chapter provides· reviews of two sets of literature: firstly, studies relating to factors
affecting the spread of RN in Africa and, secondly, literature discussing the concepts of
relative and absolute income. The research presented in this thesis has a similar focus as
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that found in the first set of literature and the theory is based largely on the findings of
previous work in this area. The chapter attempts, with the use of a simple model, to place
the different studies and the factors they identify in relation to each other. This process
highlights the complex interplay between different variables in determining group and
individual risk. While other research is mentioned, the review focuses on studies that
have examined the links between income and socio-economic status and risks of RIV
infection.
The second section of the review discusses the literature on the concepts of relative and
absolute income. These concepts and the theories based on them have been developed
primarily in efforts to explain why average health status differs between wealthy
countries with similar incomes. While there is no intention to enter into such a debate in
this thesis, a review of the literature helps in gaining an understanding of the concepts
that are borrowed from it.
Chapter two: The Theory of the Dual Role of Income in the Spread of RIV
Drawing on the two sets of literature reviewed in chapter one, this chapter presents an
attempt to build on the literature on the socio-economic determinants of risk by
borrowing the concepts of relative and absolute income and thus developing a more
comprehensive explanation of the role of income in the spread ofRIV.
The chapter presents the Theory of the Dual Role of Income in the Spread of RIV, which
argues that the effects of relative and absolute income on the risk of RIV infection work
in opposite directions: higher levels of absolute income decrease the average risk of
groups, but individuals within groups with higher levels of relative income, that is those
at the upper end of the income distribution within a group, have greater risk.
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Chapter three: Method and Data
This chapter outlines the methods used and describes the data to which they were applied
in the process of examining the validity of the theory developed in the preceding chapter.
The analysis consists of four sections, each of which is outlined and discussed in this
chapter. The first section involves the comparison of the results of two previous studies
reviewed in chapter one, with expectations based on the theory developed in chapter two.
The second section involves regression analysis using individual level data from two
provinces in South Africa from the yearly antenatal clinic survey of RIV prevalence. The
chapter discusses how the antenatal clinic data set was combined with data from the 1996
South African Census to examine the role of relative income. The third section discusses
how data collected on RN prevalence within a large South African company was used to
investigate the empirical evidence of the protective effect of absolute income. Finally,
the chapter discusses the use of data from other companies in the region and highlights
the limitations faced in drawing conclusions from it.
Chapter four: Results
The results chapter outlines the findings of the analyses described in the previous chapter.
As with the proceeding chapter, the results are divided into four sections: firstly, the
comparisons between expectations based on the theory developed in chapter two with the
findings of two existing studies; secondly, the results of the regression analysis using
antenatal clinic and census data; thirdly, the results of the regressions conducted using the
company data and, finally, the discussion based on the results from other companies.
For each section of analysis the results are presented, discussed and compared with the
hypotheses generated in chapter two. While the data did not allow for the examination of
all of the hypotheses generated in chapter 2, they provided support for those that were
examinable. The findings in all four sections were in line with expectations.
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Chapter five: Extension of the Theory of the Dual Role of Income in the Spread ofRIV
In chapter two the concepts of relative and absolute income were applied to the problem
of explaining what role income has in determining the risk of RIV infection. The theory
developed in the chapter is, however, static in so far as it attempts to explain the role
income has played in determining the current pattern of risk. It is, however, possible to
extend the theory and apply the framework developed in chapter two to a dynamic
analysis. This chapter presents such an extension of the theory. While the results from
chapter four are in line with some of the expectations based on this extension, appropriate
data to examine the quality of predictions based on the extended theory do not exist.
Chapter six: Summary and conclusions
The final chapter of this thesis summanses the process and results and draws out
conclusions. It is argued in this chapter that this thesis provides a more detailed and
comprehensive analysis of the role of income in the spread of RIY. The separating of the
relative and absolute effects of income allows for a more flexible analysis, which was
able to build on the work previously done in the area.
Furthermore, the chapter argues that this thesis adds to the growing evidence that causes
of the uneven spread of RIV are both contextual and behavioural and, even when
behavioural, they are behaviours that must be understood in relation to the context in





The variation in the spread of HIV between and within countries and continents has
prompted many researchers and academics to examine the factors that have lead to such
differences. Related to this type of investigation is the research that attempts to
determine who within a group is most at risk of infection. Research and examinations in
these areas have brought to light a number of issues and informed policies for preventing
the further spread ofHIV.
All the factors identified influence the spread of HIV in two possible ways. An
individual's risk of becoming infected is determined by the number of times they come
into contact with the virus multiplied by the risk of transmission per contact. Some
factors increase the number of contacts, while others increase the risk per contact, and
some may influence both.
This review examines and discusses the literature that has developed in an effort to
identify the factors that influence the spread of HN. The discussion is shaped by
continually returning to the basic formula of individual risk i.e. risk = contacts * risk per
contact.
The purpose of the review is two fold: firstly, to place this thesis in the context of the
literature and to highlight the problem that this investigation seeks to address; secondly,
to develop an understanding of concepts used elsewhere in the health economics
literature that will be applied in later chapters to the question at hand. This thesis
examines in detail, the role of income in the spread of HIV, investigating how risk
associated with different levels of income may differ between and within reference
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groups. The first part of this chapter will outline the existing arguments and analysis
relating to income and HN spread and will compare the results and conclusions. What is
of interest is that the studies addressing individual risk find that as income increases so
does the probability of HIV infection (see for example Ainsworth et aI, 1998; AlIen et aI,
1992; Kirunga et aI, 1997). At a country level, however, studies have found that poorer
states have higher infection rates (Cohen, 1998). Informative efforts have been made to
reconcile these differences (World Bank, 1998). The discussions presented in this thesis,
however, argue that through the application of concepts developed in relation to
differential health levels in the developed world a more in-depth reconciliation and
understanding can be achieved.
This thesis will draw on current debates and theories in the health economics literature
relating to the role of income in the determination of health at group and individual level,
in an attempt to expand on existing research on the role of income in the spread of HIV
and the apparent contradiction between individual and country studies. While the first
part of this chapter discusses literature relating specifically to HN, the second part
outlines and discusses the relevant health economics literature relating to the importance
and role of income in the determination of health generally. This is not intended as a
review of the findings, but rather of the concepts that have been developed in the
literature, which will be applied specifically to the role of income in the spread of HIV in
the following chapters. Research dealing with the link between health and income has
been undertaken for many years (Deaton, 1999). Recently, however, considerable debate
has taken place in journals and research papers around the development of a more
detailed understanding of how income influences health and whether income distribution
is as, if not more, important than income itself (Deaton, 2001a). This debate, although
not directly relevant to the problem at hand, provides a number of useful concepts that
can be used to better understand the role of income in the spread of HN. These concepts
include relative and absolute income, reference groups, and neighbourhood impact on
health.
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1.2 Explaining the differential spread ofHIV
There are a number of different HIV epidemics in the world: the characteristics of the
mainly homosexual Western Europe and North American epidemics are very different
from the primarily heterosexual epidemic in Africa, although the epidemic among poorer
Americans bears some resemblance. HN in Western Europe and North America has
been spread primarily through homosexual sex and intravenous drug use (UNAIDS,
2000). The situation is similar in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet countries
(UNAIDS, 2000).
It is not possible in this research to examine the role of income in the spread of HIV in all
contexts, as the situations and possible responses are very different. This thesis focuses
on the African heterosexual epidemic. The majority of HIV infections are in Africa and
the need to understand the epidemic here is essential and urgent, not only for the
continent, but for others looking to avoid replication. Although there are some
similarities, many of the factors influencing the spread of HN in other continents are
likely to be very different from those in Africa. Furthermore, the epidemic in Africa is
far more advanced and the levels of infection far higher (UNAIDS, 2000) The role of
different factors may change at different stages of the epidemic and investigating new
and advanced epidemics simultaneously would complicate an already difficult issue. The
review of the broader literature concerning other factors influencing risk and spread of
HIV is also concentrated on studies conducted in Africa. Unless otherwise stated, the
literature in the rest of this section is concerned with the African epidemic.
This thesis examines the role of income in the spread of HIV. This role, however, cannot
be considered in isolation and must be placed in the context of the literature examining
the social and biomedical factors contributing to, or inhibiting, the spread of HN. The
factors. relating to income are linked to the many other issues identified in the literature
discussed here, and an understanding of these issues is essential for the later analysis.
Understanding how the different factors influence one another and indeed how the
literature itself fits together is difficult and at times requires background knowledge of
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the epidemic and the terminology used. To facilitate understanding, this section includes
some discussions on the necessary knowledge to link the literature together and provide
the background to the subsequent chapters.
The literature discussed here can be understood on the basis of the following equation
and function:
Prob(Individual RN) = contacts * probability




Prob(Individual HIV) is the probability that an individual will become HIV positive
Contacts is the number oftimes an individual comes into contact with HIV
Probability is the probability of infection per contact
Prev(Group) is the HIV prevalence of the group
RN can be transmitted in a variety of ways. In the African epidemic, characterised by
heterosexual transmission, equation (1) can be interpreted as the number of sexual
contacts an individual has with RN positive individuals, multiplied by the probability
that the virus will be transmitted during each act. It is these two factors on which the
literature concentrates: factors that increase the number of times individuals come into
contact sexually with an RN positive person and those that influence the probability of
transmission per sex act.
This review discusses the social science literature. The large body of medical literature on
this topic is beyond the scope of thissmdy. Where medical information is relevant, it is
considered in the context of social science research. For example, circumcision has been
identified in the medical literature as a factor that reduces the probability of RN
transmission per sexual act. In this review, this is discussed in terms of studies that have
examined the prevalence differences between communities with high rates of
circumcision and those with low rates, this as opposed to medical research outlining why
circumcision reduces the probability of infection. Similarly, studies are discussed
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regarding sexually transmitted diseases and dry sex (the practice of using drying agents in
the vagina), again examining the outcome of dry sex for the spread ofHIV rather than the
medical/physical reasons for the increase in risk.
The factors influencing the frequency of sexual contacts with HIV positive persons and
the probability per contact are roughly divided in the literature into bio-medical factors
and behavioural considerations. Bio-medical factors essentially address the probability
of infection per act, and behavioural factors the number of contacts. Behavioural issues,
however, may also affect the probability of infection per act; anal sex for example is a
behaviour that increases the risk of infection per sexual act.
1.2.2 Factors influencing the probability of transmission
Studies in industrialised countries have estimated the probability of HIV transmission per
sexual act to be small, although greater for women. The average probability that HIV
will be transmitted from an infected female to an uninfected male during unprotected
vaginal sex, is approximately 1 in 1000, and 2 in 1000 from an infected male to an
uninfected female, according to medical studies (Haverkos et aI, 1992). Anal sex has a
higher risk, as a result of greater friction and bleeding, with between 5 and 30 infections
per 1000 acts (DeGruttola et al 1989). These estimates are, however, likely to be under-
estimates as they were based on studies of discordant couples, where one was infected
and the other was not; couples where the virus was transmitted quickly were excluded
(Mastro et al,1996). Furthermore, the estimates are in the absence of co-factors that
increase the risk of transmission, such as STDs. The average probability in contexts
where STDs are common are, therefore, far higher (World Bank, 1997).
A number of factors have been identified that increase these probabilities. The presence
of one or more Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs) greatly increases the probability of
infection per act, particularly if one or both of the sexual partners has an ulcerative
infection, as these facilitate the entry of the HIV through the skin. (For a review of
findings, see UNAIDS/WHO, 2000). Numerous studies, both medical and social science,
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have identified the role of STls in the transmission ofHIV (see for example chapters 2, 6
and 7 in World Bank, 1998 for a summary of fmdings and UNIADSIWHO, 2000 for a
review of studies).
Dry sex, the practice of using drying agents such as detergents, carbonated drinks and
traditional medicines to tighten the vagina in an effort to increase the pleasure of the male
partner, has also been linked to an increase in the probability of transmission. Williams
et al (2000), in a study in South Africa, found that women who practised dry sex had
higher HIV prevalence than those who did not use drying agents. This was true for sex
workers (91 per cent compared to 66 per cent) and non-sex workers (50 per cent
compared to 41 per cent). In the sample, however, only 3.2 per cent of women used
drying agents. The correct use of condoms, as is well known, reduces the probability of
HIV infection per act. Male circumcision is also associated with a reduction in
transmission probability (Moses et aI, 1990). In a recently published study, Auvert et al
examined the relationship between HIV infection and male circumcision in four African
cities (2001). In one city in Kenya HIV prevalence among circumcised men was 9.9 per
cent compared to 26.6 per cent among uncircumcised men. The authors used logit
regressions to control for socio-demographic characteristics, sexual behaviour and the
presence of other STIs. Having done so, they found that circumcision continues to be
associated with lower risk of infection with an odds ratio of 0.26 (1.12-0.56 95 per cent
confidence interval).
The factors, such as the presence of an STI, condom use and dry sex, which affect the
probability of transmission, are themselves influenced by socio-economic and cultural
.variables. The factors identified above are the direct influence through which socio-
economic and cultural variables affect an individual's risk of HIV infection. Obtaining a
better understanding of the direct influences, outlined above, allows for more meaningful
interpretations of the studies that address the variables that influence both the number of
contacts and the probability per contact. The following section examines the variables
that influence the number of contacts an individual has with HIY.
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1.2.3 Factors influencing the number of contacts, sexual behaviour and their interplay
with the probability of transmission.
If there were a group of adults, all of whom where RIV negative, living on a desert island
and each day they all selected a new sexual partner there would still be no RIV, because
if there was no RN to begin with there would be no RN at the end. The greatest
influence on the number of contacts with RN, and therefore on the prevalence, is the
prevalence at t-l - that is the prevalence in the time period before the current period.
RN follows a typical epidemiological pattern. In the early stages, when RIV has just
entered a group], new infections over a given time period (the incidence) are few, as few
people come into contact with the virus. As more people become infected, however, the
probability that an individual will come into contact with an already infected individual
increases and the incidence of new infections increases. As the epidemic matures, the
growth in incidence slows and eventually falls as the number of new infections per time
period falls. This occurs primarily because many of the people who are at risk of
infection are already infected. They may come into contact with another RN infected
individual, but no new infections will result. The probability of an RN negative
individual coming into sexual contact with an RIV positive individual will continue to
increase even if the incidence of new infections within the group falls because, although
new infections are falling, prevalence will continue to rise. Figures la and lb display the
relationship between prevalence and incidence in a simulated generalised epidemic.
1 HJV can enter a group when a member of the group gets infected by a member of another group and then
infects others within their own group. This is typically associated with migration, into the group or out and
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So long as the incidence exceeds the death rate prevalence will rise. As prevalence rises
the probability that an HIV negative individual will come into contact with an HIV
positive individual increases. The risk of infection for HIV negative individuals,
therefore, continues to increase even as the number of new infections decreases.
back again.
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Prevalence in all time periods is a result of a number of other factors, including those that
influence the probability that individuals will come into contact with an HN-infected
person.
At to, for an HIV epidemic to begin, the VIruS must be introduced into a group,
community or country. As the virus is transmitted only through the exchange of bodily
fluids, there are a limited number of ways in which the virus can be introduced. It could
enter a population via contaminated blood products from an infected population, or
through sexual contacts between a migrant from that population with another population
already suffering from the epidemic or sexual contacts with migrants from populations
where the epidemic has begun. Migration is, therefore, clearly an important influence
affecting the epidemic (see for example Campbell, 1997, Zwi et aI, 1991, and Hunt, 1989
or more recently Lurie, 2000a).
Migrants are important not only in introducing the virus, but also in facilitating its spread.
Migrants live away from home, often being away from their families for long periods of
time. This separation from home and family is associated with high-risk sexual
behaviour and HIV infection (Campbell, 1997). Once infected, migrants then infect
partners at home on their return, although recent evidence suggests that this goes both
ways (Lurie et aI, 2000). Research in rural KwaZulu-Natal and two migrant destinations,
involving the testing, for HN, of couples, one of whom was a migrant, found that in 40
per cent of discordant migrant couples (where only one partner is infected) it was the
women at home who were infected (Lurie et aI, 2000). It appeared, therefore, that it was,
in some cases, the woman who was infected first. This was, however, a study of a mature
epidemic, where the communities between which the migrants travelled were all
suffering with high levels ofHIV infection.
Once introduced, HN is spread not only by migrants, but by members of groups and
communities. The sexual behaviour of individuals in their choice of partners, rate of
partner change, concurrent partnerships, for example, greatly affect their likelihood of
coming into contact with an HIV-infected sexual partner.
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It is the literature on the factors that influence sexual behaviour, and the context in which
it occurs, in terms of both the number of contacts and the risk per contact that is relevant
to this work, because it is at this stage that the role of income becomes apparent. The
following literature deals not only with behaviour and its influence on the number of
contacts, but also on the probability of transmission. As the factors under consideration
become more distant from the sexual acts that result in transmission, so it becomes more
difficult to separate those influencing the number of contacts from those affecting the
probability of infection per contact.
Cohen (1998) provides a useful paper highlighting a number of the more important
factors. He begins by arguing that, even after many years, there is still very little
understanding of the importance of different factors in explaining the variations in the
level of HIV prevalence and its distribution in Africa. Having noted our limited
knowledge, he discusses some of the factors that have been identified. Poverty is
identified as a major contributor to the spread of HN, a point he made in detail in an
earlier paper (Cohen, 1993). :""Poverty affects HN transmission via three chaImels:
behaviour, education and health. People living in poverty are constrained in their
decision making and may be forced into survival strategies that increase their risk of
infection. The most obvious of these are labour migration and commercial sex work,
both of which increase the number of sexual contacts and the probability that they will
come into contact with an infected partner. In addition to constrained decision making,
the low levels of education and access to information, which characterise poor
communities, mean that educational information on ways in which to protect oneself will
be difficult to access and understand. Finally, the poor often have little access to health
services and generally have poor health status as a result of inferior housing, lack of clean
water, and poor nutrition. This situation leads to greater risk and length of illness,
including STIs, which increase the risk of transmission per contact.
Stillwaggon (2000), in her paper examining the HN epidemics in Africa and Latin
America, goes further to argue that there has been too great a concentration on
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behavioural risk factors associated with poverty and that they are not the only issues. She
argues that it is also the poor health status of the poor that has facilitated the spread of
RN. She discusses the correlations between calorie intake, protein consumption, and
other factors typically associated with susceptibility to infection. On the basis of current
medical studies she can only hypothesise and provide supporting evidence from studies
of other illnesses, as there is as yet no medical proof of the link which she asserts.
Stillwaggon provides further support for her arguments with the use of data collected on
Latin American countries. She presents the results of an ordinary least squares estimation
with the dependent variable as AIDS cases per 100 000 of the population and
independent variables as the real per capita GDP, level of urbanisation, international
migration and calorie supply. The analysis involved data from 20 countries. The
coefficient on calorie intake was negative, which Stillwaggon argues supports her
assertions, but she does admit that it is also a proxy for poverty.
Cohen (1998), however, notes that the relationship between poverty and RN is not as
simple as it may first appear. Re points out that many non-poor people are also infected.
These people, he argues, are at risk because their higher levels of income lead to higher
levels of mobility and greater access to sex.
Structural adjustment programmes and the associated increase in unemployment and
decrease in health care and education expenditure are also linked by Cohen to the spread
of RN. Re further argues that the development of the Southern African region has for
too long been reliant on migration and the disruption of family life. These movements
have widened sexual networks, facilitating the spread of RN between communities.
Finally, he points out the importance of the position of women in society for the spread of
RN. Low levels of access to education, health care and credit, lack of legal protection of
property and little political power leave women in a vulnerable position. Economic gaps
between men and women appear to lead to sexual exploitation and the greater spread of
RN.
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Rivers et al (1999), in their paper examining what it is about gender relations that leads to
increased risk of infection, have expanded on the risk associated with inequalities
between the sexes and the implications for the spread of HN. They also provide a good
summary of much of the earlier work in this area with a concentration on Africa, but
including studies conducted elsewhere. Where there are unequal power relations between
men and women it is the decisions of the men that are implemented. In the sexual
environment this means that decisions about safe sex would be made by men and that
these decisions would be governed by the dominant constructs of masculinity in the
society, often promoting multiple partners.
Rivers and Aggleton (1999) argue that, in developing countries, it is the econOilllC
dependence on men and women's lack of education that facilitate the growth of unequal
power relations. Women are in positions where they are unable to control the where and
when of sex (International Centre for Research on Women, 1996). In such situations,
women's desire for safer sex may be met with no co-operation by their male partners
(Meursing et aI, 1995). The World Health Organisation (1994) has pointed to the large
literature on the difficulties for women in trying to persuade men to use condoms.
Rivers and Aggleton (1999) go further to discuss what is it that shapes the decision
making of male partners. They discuss the importance of existing constructs of
masculinity and how men who do not conform to these are viewed as unsuccessful,
leading to possible 'cultural exile'. Prevailing understandings of masculinity often
encourage behaviour that promotes the spread of HN, a prime example being multiple
partners. These prevailing views influence the sexual health of men and their partners.
An example of discrimination against non-conformist men is that experienced by gay
men in a number of societies.
Just a cursory review of the conceptual literature shows that there are a number of
different factors interacting with one another in contributing to the risk environment. A
number of studies have attempted to quantify the relative importance of these factors at
both an individual and group level. The following section reviews some of the more
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recent work. It begins with studies of individual risk and behaviour and goes on to those
looking at the determinants of group risk. The emphasis is on studies examining the
socio-economic influences on the risk of infection.
1.2.4 Individual behaviour and risk
The studies in this area can be further divided into two groups: those that examine the
detenninants of sexual behaviour and those that estimate the risk of infection. The two
are linked, in as far as sexual behaviour influences risk and thus the detenninants of
sexual behaviour influence risk. The two differ, however, in the fonners attempt to
isolate particular factors. For example, studies on sexual behaviour may attempt to
ascertain the affect of a variable, say education, on condom use and on multiple partner
numbers, whereas the latter would examine only the net risk associated with education. If
the variable has a different influence on condom use than on multiple partners, the studies
will have quite different results. Behavioural studies will examine both, while risk studies
will identify only the net effect.
1.2.4.1 Sexual behaviour studies
Studies of this nature are fairly rare for the general population, although a number of
related studies exist with regard to the commercial sex work industry (see Ahlburg and
Jensen, 1998). Filmer (1998) examined the socio-economic correlates of sexual
behaviours associated with risk of HIV infection. This, as already mentioned, is different
from examining the correlates to HIV infection. Filmer used the most recent data (1991-
94) available from the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) of nine countries, seven
countries in Africa and two in Latin America. Filmer builds on earlier work by Carael
(1995) who examined data collected by WHO on 15 different countries. He argues that
the Carael study was limited, in so far as much of the analysis was bivariant and
dependent on endogenous variables such as marital status. Filmer attempts to improve on
this by using unconditional data from a different source to examine the relationships
between sexual behaviour and socio-economic characteristics.
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Filmer examined the data on recent non-regular sexual partners, condom use with non-
regular partners, and whether 15-19 year olds had ever had sex. These variables were
examined in relation to age, urban residence, occupation, household assets, community
attitudes, and household characteristics. The results showed that men were more likely
than women to have a non-regular sexual partner; the difference was even more marked
for the probability of having multiple non-regular partners. Filmer also found that in
many of the samples the probability of a man having a non-regular partner increased with
education. Carael (1995) argues that this is true for both men and women.
Increases in education, however, were strongly related to condom use and decreased risk
of HN. This is an example of where studies of sexual behaviour differ from those of
risk. Studies of risk would only measure the net affect of increasing education and not
identify the different components - i.e. the increased risk resulting from more partners
and the reduction in risk stemming from greater condom use. Filmer notes that the DHS
are not designed primarily for the collection of sexual behaviour data and that this limits
the analysis. No efforts were made in the collection of data to identify the level of mis-
reporting, a problem that is often associated with sexual behaviour studies (Gersovitz et
aI, 1995). It must also be noted that any cross country analysis must be conducted
carefully as the samples, particularly of men, are drawn differently in the different
countries.
Deheneffe et al (1998) conducted a similar analysis of earlier data collected from 12
sites/countries by the World Health Organisation between 1989 and 1991, seven of these
countries were in Africa, four in Asia and one in. South America. In 5 out of the 10 sites
for which data were available, educated men had significantly higher risk behaviour (2
showed a negative relationship and 3 were insignificant). Higher education levels of men
were associated with a higher use of commercial sex workers in four out of seven sites
and in most sites increases in men's education were associated with more non-regular
sexual partnerships. The authors did, however, note the limitations in the data, showing
the difficulties in explaining inter-country variations in prevalence because of the
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importance of many cultural and ethnic differences. The data are also fairly old, and as
will be discussed in this and later chapters, the relationship between socio-economic
status and risk behaviour is likely to change as the level of infection and knowledge
mcreases.
Studies of the detenninants of sexual behaviour in the context of RIV provide valuable
insight into the role of various socio-economic factors and contribute to the development
of responses. Some researchers have attempted to go a step further and analyse the net
implications of socio-economic variables on the probability of RN infection.
1.2.4.2 Who is RN positive?
In the literature reviewed earlier, the influence of an individual's socio-economic status
on risk of infection was discussed. Cohen (1998) outlined how both poverty and wealth
can lead to increased risk of RN infection. Studies that have estimated the impact of
different socio-economic status on an individual's -both men and women - risk of
infection have found that risk increases, for both men and women, with an increase in
socio-economic status. Ainsworth and Semali (1998) provide one such analysis and a
table containing a list of other studies that have yielded similar results.
The Ainsworth study utilises data from household interviews conducted in Kagera
Region, Tanzania between 1991 and 1994. Using a probit model, they compare the
influence of age, education, sex, wealth and occupation on the probability of dying from
AIDS, during the course of the study, with the probability of dying from another cause.
The study found that more women than men were infected and that people who died of
AIDS had more schooling than both those who did not die and those who died of other
causes. Wealth, in the fonn of assets, offered protection against death from other causes,
but not from AIDS. The authors noted that, because mortality data were used, the results
displayed the role played by these variables some years earlier when these individuals
were infected. To counter the possible response that the findings may not be relevant to
current patterns of infection, Ainsworth and Semali cite the then most recent study on
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socio-economic status and infection rates. The study found a positive relationship
between socio-economic status and RIV infection among women attending antenatal
clinics in Dar es Salaam between 1995 and 1996 (Msamanga et aI, 1996).
The Ainsworth paper and the many studies listed in it have consistently found a positive
relationship between socio-economic status and infection rates. This goes counter to
much of the conceptual work that theorises the effects of poverty on vulnerability to
infection. It would also suggest that, if there are protective influences associated with
increases in socio-economic status, the negative influences more than outweigh them.
A number of similar studies, producing very similar results, have been conducted.
Ainsworth and Semali provide a table listing these. It is, however, worth examining the
findings of a more recently published study (Auvert et aI, 2001), as it takes a slightly
different approach.
The Auvert paper's stated objective is to 'identify factors that could explain differences
in the rate of spread of RN between different regions in sub-Saharan Africa' (pS 15). The
study involved the collection of data in four African cities on 1000 men and 1000
women, aged 15-49 years, in each city. The four cities were selected as representative of
two high prevalence settings (Kisumu, Kenya and Ndola, Zambia) and two low
prevalence settings (Cotonou, Benin and Yaounde, Cameroon) The data collection
involved a socio-demographic questionnaire and tests for RN and a number of other
STIs. The researchers analysed the data with the use of logistic regressions and
concluded that differences in sexual behaviour were outweighed by differences in the
levels of male circumcision and STIs in explaining the variance in prevalence,between
the four cities. This result is of more relevance to the following section, which examines
what the determinants of group prevalence are. The study did, however, also include an
analysis of individual risk factors.
The individual level analysis involved univariant and multivariant logistic regressions on
men and women separately in each of the four cities. The paper presents the results for
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variables that were associated with RIV infection in at least one of the cities. For men,
the analysis found the following to be positively associated with infection: older age,
having a job, higher lifetime number of sex partners, signs, symptoms or presence of an
STI, married or ever married and, in one city, not being circumcised. For women: one or
more non-spousal partners in the past 12 months, higher number of lifetime sexual
partners and signs, symptoms or presence of STIs.
While education is included in the analysis, the results are difficult to interpret. Given
education's typically high correlation with income, analysis relating to income is
particularly interesting. In total, the results of 12 education variables are reported and
only one is significant: secondary education in one city is associated with lower risk.
Education is expected to influence risk primarily through behaviour. If, as is the case
here, behaviours are included in the regression, education would not be expected to have
an influence on risk. It would be interesting to see if the education variables could help
explain the behaviours reported. This was not, however, part of the examination
reported on in the paper.
1.2.5 Factors influencing group prevalence
Over (1998) provides the most detailed analysis of group determinants of infection. Re
attempts to explain the complex issues of what leads to such large variations in RIV
prevalence between countries. Re argues that, although individual sexual behaviour is
complex, it is reasonable to assume that economic, social, and cultural conditions shape
behaviour. Based on this assumption, Over conducted regressions using urban high risk
andurbanJow riskHIV prevalence, as reported by the US Bureau of the Census,as.the
dependent variables. The full data set included 50 countries, 17 from sub-Saharan Africa,
15 from Latin America and the Caribbean, 14 from Asia and 4 from the Middle East.
Over used a number of societal variables as the explanatory variables. The explanatory
variables included: GNP per capita, gini coefficient of the country, male and female
literacy rates, percentage of the population who are Muslim, the age of the epidemic,
foreign born residents, size of the military and the male:female ratio.
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The selected variables yielded a good fit, all having sign that Over argued was expected
and six coefficients significant at the 5 per cent level. Although the results for all the
variables are of interest, of primary importance for this paper are the results for the
income and inequality variables. GNP per capita of a country exhibited a negative
relationship to HIV prevalence of the urban high-risk population of that country, while
inequality displayed a positive relationship. Richer countries appeared to have lower
rates of HIV infection among their high risk groups, while a country with a given income
has higher rates of HIV the more unequal the income distribution.
Included in the Over analysis were many of the countries in which individual level
studies had been conducted and had found a positive relationship between income and
HIV infection. The Over study, however, appears to contradict, in terms of both his
expectations and results, not only individual level studies, but other group level analysis.
Stillwaggon (2000) analysed the variation in HIV prevalence between Latin American
countries. She found a strong positive relationship between HIV prevalence and real
GDP per capita. Stillwaggon did, however, argue that if this analysis were repeated in
five years she would expect the sign to be reversed. Her reasoning for this conclusion is
similar to that offered by the World Bank (1998) to explain the apparent contradiction
between the Over analysis and the studies of individual risk.
1.2.6 Explaining the contradiction
The World Bank (1998) presents a collection of individual data that show a positive
relationship betw,een HIV and socio-economic status. They go on, however, to argue that
most studies at the individual level were conducted in the early 1990s and that infections
and deaths analysed in them occurred in the mid 1980s. At that time, knowledge of how
to protect against HIV was scarce; therefore, those of higher socio-economic status, who
travelled more and had resources to maintain multiply partners, were most at risk of
infection. As knowledge has spread, however, they argue that the more educated and
those with greater access to information would have been the first to change their
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behaviour. This explanation would suggest that the individual level studies were
measuring the relationship between socio-economic status and HIV infections that
existed when knowledge of protective options and risks was low and that the Over study
is measuring the current relationship. This explanation would also explain the apparent
contradiction between Stillwaggon (2000) and Over (1998). Stillwaggon was measuring
the role of income in Latin America where the epidemic was in its infancy, whereas Over
included a number of countries where the epidemic had reached an advanced stage. In an
effort to support the argument that the role of income changes as the epidemic matures,
the World Bank presents some more recent individual level data where the positive
relationship between income and HIV infection is much weaker.
The argument put forward that the role of income reverses as the epidemic matures is
useful, but as yet not fully analysed. It is not clear if this is to suggest that in a mature
epidemic the relationship between income and risk of HIV infection is always negative.
If this were the case the highest rates of infection would be seen among the "poorest of
the poor". There is currently no evidence that this has become the case. It may be the
case that at some levels of income the relationship is positive, while at others it could be
negative. Furthermore, has the reversal been the same, and for the same reasons for men
and women? It is these and other similar questions that this thesis intends to address. To
this end, theories developed in the health economic literature relating to the relationship
between health, more broadly than RIV/AIDS, and income will be drawn on and applied
to the questions at hand.
There exists a wealth of health economics literature examining the different effects that
socio-economic status has on health more generally..The literature reviewed here relating
to the role of income in the spread of RIV has not made use of recent theoretical
developments in the field. A brief examination of the broader health economics literature
regarding income will highlight a number of different approaches and theories that have
been used to explain variations in health. These will, in later chapters, be adapted for use
in analysing the problem at hand, to develop a more comprehensive theory of the role or
roles played by income and socio-economic status in the spread of RIV.
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1.3 Income and the health economics literature beyond AIDS
The objective of this section is not to engage in the debates in this literature. Rather it is
to highlight the approaches used in explaining the role of income in generating variation
in health not associated with HIV, so that they may be applied, in this thesis, to the HIV
debate.
Discussions on the role of income in determining health and mortality are not new; they
date back more than 200 years in the public health literature (Deaton, 2001a). The
finding of a strong negative relationship between income and health, typically measured
by mortality, has been attributed to a variety of causes: income having a direct influence
on health, the education associated with higher income also being associated with better
health. Recent debate has centred on the questions of inequality and relative income.
There is wide agreement that the absolute level of income of an individual is important in
determining their health. The debate, however, is about whether or not the income of
others in the same group is important in determining an individual's health. Wilkinson
(1996) argues that the absolute level of income is only important in determining health at
low levels and that it is income inequality that is important in explaining the variation in
health of wealthier countries. A number of arguments have been put forward to explain
how the income of others and income inequality can affect individual health and
population health. Some of the arguments stress a causal relationship between inequality
and health and others a simple correlation.
The Preston Curve (1975) displays the cross-country relationship between life expectancy
and income per capita (Deaton, 2001a). It shows that as average income increases life
expectancy increases, but at a decreasing rate. If, at an individual level, there is a similar
non-linear relationship between income and health, then a country with a given average
income would have lower average health the greater the level of inequality (Deaton,
2001b). This is referred to as the individual income interpretation or the absolute income
hypothesis: the curvilinear relationship between health and income is argued to be great
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enough to result in the observed health variations between populations with similar
average income but different income distributions (Lynch et aI, 2000).
Others have argued that inequality itself is unhealthy: the pure income inequality
hypothesis states that inequality reduces the health of all members of the population
(Eibner and Evans, 2001). Highly unequal societies may lack' social capital' ,resulting in
high levels of stress and crime, which both decrease average health status (Eibner and
Evans, 2001). Furthermore, inequality may lead to the under-provision of public goods
that have a positive affect on health (Miller and Paxson, 2000). This is similar to the neo-
material interpretation: an unequal distribution of income is a result of a number of
factors that also influence the nature of public infrastructure i.e. education, health
services, housing etc., all of which affect health (Lynch et aI, 2000).
The most controversial theory is the relative deprivation hypothesis: inequality affects the
health only of those at the lower end of the distribution, while the relatively wealthy are
unharmed (Eibner and Evans, 2001). The argument states that individuals compare
themselves to others within their reference group and that those who fare poorly suffer
psychological stress leading to disgruntlement, possible depression, heart disease, high
blood pressure etc (Wilkinson, 1997). The health of those at the lower end of the
distribution can also be negatively affected by poor health-related behaviours, such as
smoking and alcohol abuse. This theory differs from the absolute income hypothesis in so
far as individuals may have a high absolute income, but can still be relatively deprived if
their peers have even higher incomes.
""' ," .,._ ..The_theories on how inequality affects health present a difficult analytical challenge: the
definition and identification of an individual's reference group and levels of appropriate
aggregation. The definition of a reference group or the level of aggregation is largely
determined by the pathway through which inequality is expected to influence health. If it
is assumed that inequality affects health via the under-provision of public goods then the
appropriate aggregation is at the level of public good provision (Eibner and Evans,
2001).
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If, however, the relative income hypothesis is being investigated there is little direction
on the identification of the appropriate reference group. People may have a range of such
groups, comparing themselves to colleagues, neighbours, people they read about in
newspapers or see on the TV (Deaton, 200lb). Given the difficulties, researchers have
attempted to define groups in a way that enables them to assume a high relevant to
irrelevant ratio (individuals who are members of the reference group to those who are
not). To this end such variables as state, race, education and age have been selected and
then used as proxies for the unobserved true reference group (Eibner and Evans, 2001;
D<;<aton, 1999).
The debate as to which, if any, of these theories is correct continues and indeed if they
are mutually exclusive. The empirical evidence is mixed and unclear. It is not necessary,
however, for this thesis to enter into this debate; it is the approaches and not the outcome
that are relevant. For further discussions on the debate, the outcome and the existing
evidence, see Deaton 200la and 200lb.
The differentiation between absolute and relative income and the concept of reference
groups can be applied to the HN problem. The next chapter examines how such an
application can further explain and help lead to a better understanding of the relationship
between income and HIV infection. The chapter will also draw on another, very closely
related, section of health economic literature. This literature examines the importance of
neighbourhood in the determination of health.
There are three theories explaining why health and neighbourhood may he ,correlated; ..
two suggest a causal link and one a non-causal correlation. The first is referred to as the
contagion perspective (Ross, 2000). This theory suggests that people's behaviour is
influenced by those around them (Crane, 1991). Health behaviours, therefore, spread and
are shaped by those around an individual. The second theory, the structural perspective,
suggests that residents of any neighbourhood are presented with a set of opportunities and
constraints that shape their behaviour (Aneshensel and Sucuff, 1996). For example, a
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wealthy area may have bike paths presenting an opportunity for safe riding (Ross, 2001).
In opposition to these theories suggesting a causal link, is the compositional hypothesis,
which argues that certain types of neighbourhood attract certain types of resident and the
relationship between neighbourhood and health is the relationship between the individual
characteristics of residents and health. The first two theories suggest that where an
individual lives influences their health in terms of opportunities available or the influence
of others on individual behaviour. The third theory suggests that people with similar
socio-economic status, and therefore similar health, tend to live together. Again it is not
relevant which theory is correct or if each has some relevance but only the idea of
examining how neighbourhood characteristics may shape behaviour or how people with
like characteristics live in the same neighbourhood. In many ways a similar approach has
already been used with regard to RIV: discussions on dominant models of masculinity
and the impact of these on risk are an obvious example (Rivers et aI, 1999).
By drawing on the wealth of debate and conceptual development relating to the links
between income and health it is hoped that progress can be made in explaining the links
between income and RIV infection.
1.4 Summary
RIV is spread primarily through sexual intercourse. An individual's risk of becoming
infected is determined by the number of times they come into contact sexually with an
RIV positive person and the risk of being infected per contact. A great deal of literature
and a number of empirical studies have identified numerous factors that can influence
the number of contacts,.orthe. risk .per contact and occasionally both. It is essential that
these factors be identified to inform the development and targeting of interventions. The
relationship between most of the factors identified and the spread ofRIV is clear, the role
played by income, and more generally socio-economic status, is, however, unclear.
Studies at the individual level have found that socio-economic status has a positive
relationship to the risk of infection, mainly as a result of men with higher status and
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income having greater access to sex, placing themselves and their partners at risk. Many
things, however, suggest that income and risk of HN infection should be negatively
related: better access to health services and information for example. Indeed, recent
studies at the country level have found such a negative relationship. In an effort to
explain this apparent contradiction, researchers have argued that the individual level
studies are identifying the relationship that existed in the early eighties, and that currently
in advanced epidemics where information is widely available the relationship is reversed.
This explanation provides part of the story; it also, however, leaves a great deal still to be
explored. For example, it is unclear if the risk associated with income and access to sex
has been completely negated as a result of knowledge of how to protect against infection,
leaving the poorest of the poor at greatest risk, or if there are income levels where an
increase in income and the associated increase in sexual partners can still result in an
increase in the risk of infection. The explanations provided also do not address how the
changing level of knowledge may affect the role of income differently for men and
women.
In an effort to better understand the relationship between income and the risk of HIV
infection this paper aims to use approaches developed in the health economics literature
to examine the role of income, income inequality and neighbourhood in determining
health status, not specifically HIV/AIDS.
Recent debate in the health economics literature has occurred on the possible pathways
through which income inequality can influence health. One of the theories centres on the
concept of relative income as distinct from absolute income, where absolute income
refers to an individual's actual income level and.relative income to their income relative
to their reference group. These concepts of absolute and relative income and reference
groups will be applied to the problem of identifying the role of income in the spread of
HN. They will be used in conjunction with theories on how neighbourhoods can
influence health-related behaviours with the aim of developing a clearer understanding of
the role of income in the spread of HIV
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Chapter 2
The Theory of the Dual Role of Income in the Spread of RIV
2.1 Introduction
The previous chapter outlined the literature that seeks to explain the causes of variation in
the spread of HIV between populations and the distribution of infections within them.
"Many important studies have been done, highlighting a number of important risk factors
and thereby contributing to the development of interventions. The studies which deal
with socio-economic status and, more specifically, income appear, however, to contradict
one another. Studies of individual risk of infection suggest that the risk increases as an
individual's socio-economic status increases. Studies of differences in population
prevalence levels and theory, in contrast, suggest that populations with lower incomes are
at a greater risk of infection. Work has been done that goes some way towards
explaining this contradiction. Although this is useful and insightful, it still leaves some
questions unanswered.
This chapter applies the concepts of absolute and relative income, reference groups, and
neighbourhood influence on behaviour, to the question of what role income plays in the
spread of HIV. These concepts have been developed to deal with a different set of
questions, specifically those relating to the variation in health between wealthy countries.
They are, however, also useful in this context. By differentiating between an individual's
absolute and relative income it becomes possible to separate the conflicting roles of
income identified in the preceding chapter. The theory developed here suggests that
higher absolute income offers protection against infection, while individuals with greater
relative income (income relative to other members of their group) have a higher
probability, relative to other members of their group, of being infected with HIV.
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Absolute income refers to the actual income level independent of other individuals or
groups. Relative income refers to the level of an individual's income compared to other
members of their reference group. To make this distinction it is necessary first to define
a reference group in order to facilitate the identification of variations in income within, as
opposed to between, groups.
A reference group in this context is, in theory, simpler than that discussed in the previous
chapter. In chapter 1, relative income was identified as a health hazard to those with low
levels, mainly as a result of relatively deprived individuals making negative comparisons
between themselves and other members of their reference group, resulting in stress and ill
health. Deaton (2001a) points out that individuals may compare themselves to anyone,
from the people they see on the TV and those they read about in the paper to their
neighbours and friends. The negative influence of relative deprivation need not involve
contact with other members of an individual's reference group. In such a context,
identifying an individual's reference group and their position in it is obviously very
difficult if not impossible.
The theory developed in this chapter, however, examines the role of income in the sexual
transmission of RN, which obviously requires physical contact. Although some people
have television stars as sexual partners, this is not widespread and, provided there is no
physical interaction, the possibility that an individual might compare themselves to TV
stars is irrelevant. In this context it becomes far simpler, although still not easy, to define
an individual's reference group. An individual's reference group in relation to a study of
RN infection can be defined as the group of people from which an individual selects
sexual.partners, plus those from whom their potential sexual partners select their sexual
partners. That is to say that an individual's reference group comprises both potential
sexual partners and those who are selecting partners from the same group. In the
heterosexual context, an individual's reference group includes both men and women.
Although this is a simpler reference group to identify than the comparison group
discussed earlier, there are still some practical difficulties, which will be addressed in
detail in the next two chapters. With the definition of the reference group it is possible to
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define relative and absolute income more clearly. An individual's absolute income is
their income independent of their, or any other, group and their relative income is their
income relative to other members of their reference group.
Building on the above definitions, this chapter develops a theory on the role of absolute
income and relative income. It deals firstly with each independently; then they are
examined in combination. Based on the understanding of the underlying roles of relative
and absolute income, an attempt is made to hypothesise what the observed relationship
between RN prevalence and income should look like.
The relationships described relate to the sexually active population. Within the sexually
active population there are substantial variations in RN prevalence between age groups;
the pattern of infection rates observed is fairly standard throughout the sub-Saharan
region (Stover, 1999). While some of the age variation may be a result of income, it is
not discussed in detail at this stage, as it would complicate the arguments a great deal. In
later analyses, the effects of age are controlled for to avoid misinterpretation of results.
This analysis concentrates on life time risk, that is the risk of ever being infected, rather
then how income affects the timing of infections, which may well be an important issue,
but is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The following sections discuss the role of RN in relation to a mature epidemic.
Following this is an examination of how the relationship might vary at different stages of
the epidemic. The analysis is based on a static approach. Reference to an increase in
income in this context refers to the risks associated with individuals or groups with higher
income compared to those with lower income, rather than the change in riskassociate.d
with an individual's income increasing. The dynamic analysis of changing income levels
is presented in chapter 5.
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2.2 The role of absolute income in the spread of HIV
2.2.1 Individuals' absolute income
An individual's absolute income, as defmed above, is their actual level of income
independent of others in society or their reference group. As absolute income increases, a
number of factors influence an individual's risks of becoming infected with RN. The
following section outlines the path from changing absolute income to changing risk of
RN infection.
Firstly, as absolute income increases an individual's access to health services increases;
this reduces risk, primarily through the treatment of STls. Better access to health services
leads to better treatment and lower rates of STIs. Lower rates of STIs result in a lower
probability of infection per sexual contact with an RN positive partner, thus reducing the
overall probability of infection. Returning to the simple model in chapter 1, this can be
shown mathematically by combining the literature outlined in chapter 1 with the concept
of absolute income as a factor independent of relative income:
Prob(Individual RN) = Contacts * Probability (1)
Probability = f(sex-behaviour, STll *type, STI2*type, condom) (2)
(where Probability cc STll&2, 1/condom)
STll = f(Access, RSB, condom) (3)
.. (where STHccj/-Aeeess)
Access = f(AY, AHS) (4)
(where Access cc AY)
:. probability cc 1/AY
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Where:
Prob(Individual HIV) is the probability that an individual will become HIV positive
Contacts is the number of times an individual comes into contact with HIV
Probability is the probability of infection per contact
Sex-behaviour is the type of sexual intercourse (in the heterosexual context this refers to vaginal,
dry, anal or oral sex)
STIl is the presence of an STI or not for the individual
STI2 is the presence ofan STI or not for the partner
Type is the type of STI present (different STIs increase the probability of infection to different
degrees)
Condom is the frequency of correct condom use
Access is access to health services
HSB is health seeking behaviour
AY is absolute income
AHS is availability of health services.
The model shows the link between increases in absolute income, through access to health
services, and the resultant reduction in probability of transmission, leading finally to a
reduction in the risk of the individual becoming infected with RN. The factors that
directly increase the probability of being infected are the sexual behaviours, prevalence
of STls and condom use. But the prevalence of STIs is a function of health seeking
behaviour and access to health services, which in turn are related positively to income.
Therefore as income. increases, access to health services improves, STI rates fall; as a
result the individuals risk of infection decreases as absolute income increases. The
model, however, also brings in a number of other factors, particularly the importance of
health seeking behaviour and of the partner's STI status. These and other factors are
discussed later in the chapter and are shown to be very important in detennining the ways
in which absolute income influences risk of infection.
An increase in absolute income also increases individuals' access to information.
Individuals with greater income will have more access to all types of media. This access
to information increases their awareness of RN and the ways in which to protect
themselves against infection. The use of condoms, for example, would be expected to
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increase with income. As income increases access to information on how condoms can
protect against the chances of infection, so does knowledge of the consequences of
infection. Given a constant cost of purchasing and using a condom, the increase in
perceived benefits of use should increase the probability of use, therefore decreasing the
probability of infection.
Information on protective means can be better understood with increased education.
Education and income are typically correlated; therefore higher levels of absolute income
would be correlated to greater levels of understanding and therefore greater perceived
benefits of adopting safer sex practices and greater perceived costs of not doing so.
Filmer (1998), in the study outlined in the previous chapter, found that the probability of
using a condom with a non-regular partner and education are strongly correlated.
In the context of the simple model outlined above, better access to information would be
expected to improve health seeking behaviour (equation 3), lead to safer sex behaviours
and higher condom use (equation 3) and therefore lower rates of STIs (equation 3). All
of these influences would reduce the probability of an individual becoming infected, by
reducing both the number of contacts and the risk per contact (equation l).
In addition to the factors outlined above, three other factors related to the level of
absolute income, may influence the probability of an individual becoming infected, but
the relationships are not as clear. Increases in absolute income improve economic and
food security and increase individuals' ability to travel.
As absolute income increases, individuals' economic security improves. In the literature
on factors influencing the spread of HIV, coping mechanisms associated with economic
insecurity are associated with greater risk of infection. The most obvious of these are
commercial sex work and migrant labour. Commercial sex work is, however, a function
of both an individual's absolute income and their income relative to others and will be
discussed later. Migrant labour is a function of an individual's absolute income and the
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geographical distribution of income is an issue that will be discussed in more detail with
regard to relative income.
These complexities associated with relative income aside, it would be expected that an
increase in .absolute income would lead to greater economic security and therefore
reduced risk behaviours linked to economic survival. Two factors, however, cloud this
apparently simple relationship. Firstly, if the increase in economic security is a result of
a coping strategy, it is unlikely to lead to safer behaviour: for example, an increase in
economic security resulting from a woman entering the commercial sex work industry.
Secondly, the risk linked to these strategies may not always exhibit a linear relationship
to income. For example, a subsistence farmer may not have sufficient security to obtain
financing to increase output and sell her surplus. An increase in economic security may
allow her to obtain finance, increase production and travel to the market to sell. On the
one hand, this increased travel may expose her to greater risk, as the travel exposes her to
a larger sexual network; on the other hand, the additional cash may mean that she no
longer has to exchange sexual favours for essential household goods. Although the
conclusion is not clear-cut, on balance, it seems fair to assume that an increase in
economic security, brought about by an increase in absolute income, reduces individuals'
risk of infection by reducing the probability of adopting coping strategies that would
increase the risk.
The second, but as yet unproved, factor is the effect of improved diet, resulting from a
greater absolute income, on an individual's risk of infection. Stillwaggon (2000) found a
negative relationship between calorie intake and RN prevalence. If this relationship is
causal, then an increase in absolute income that increases food security, and .as a result
leads to a stronger immune system, would lower the probability of RN infection per
sexual contact with an RN positive partner. Stillwaggon discusses a number of different
dietary-related problems that could affect transmission. A lack of vitamin A, for
example, weakens the vaginal wall increasing the probability of tearing during
intercourse, resulting in bleeding and increased probability of transmission. These links
have never been medically proven with regard to RIV, but there is not even a suggestion
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that improved diet and food security could increase an individual's risk of infection. If
the relationship exists, it strengthens the negative relationship between absolute income
and risk of infection associated with the other factors mentioned; if it does not exist, it
does nothing to weaken the relationship.
Thus far, all the factors associated with absolute income that have an influence on
individuals' risk of infection appear to reduce the risk. The only variable that changes as
a result of changes in absolute income that could be contrary to this trend is the increased
mobility associated with a rise in absolute income.
As individuals' absolute level of income increases, they have more access to a wider
variety of modes of transportation, ranging from the ability to buy a bicycle to purchasing
plane tickets, or even an aeroplane. Increased means and more ability to travel would
suggest a wider range of potential sexual partners, possibly resulting in increased risk of
infection for individuals or groups with higher absolute income. The relationship is,
however, clouded by a number of complicating. factors: the reason for travel, mode of
transport, length of stay, family accompaniment and sexual networks.
An increase in absolute income may improve individuals' access to transport, but it may
also change their motivation for travel. Individuals at lower levels of absolute income
may travel to fmd work, passing through many areas in their search, while an individual
with higher absolute income may travel for holidays or brief business trips. These
differing motivations expose individuals to different types of risk and it is not
immediately clear which type of risk is the greater.
The issue is further complicated by the possible differences in modes of transport. An
individual with high absolute income may chose to fly, whereas an individual with low
absolute income may be forced to travel by taxi. The taxi journey will take longer,
exposing the individual to more people.
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Furthermore, lower absolute income may make return journeys infrequent; a migrant
worker with a low level of absolute income may only return home a few times a year,
which increases the probability of sexual involvement while away from home. High
levels of absolute income provide individuals with the means to travel with their family,
possibly reducing sexual contacts with new partners.
Individuals with high absolute income, who travel alone, are more likely, compared to
individuals with low absolute income, in their travels, to select sexual partners with high
absolute income than are travellers with low absolute income. Their partners are,
therefore, less likely to be infected, thereby lowering the individual's risk. These
complicating factors make it difficult to conclude what effect an increase in ability to
travel has on an individual's risk of infection.
With the exception of the relationship between absolute income and travel, all other
factors linked to absolute income either reduce the risk of an individual becoming
infected, by reducing the number of contacts or the risk per contact, or have no effect. It
would appear reasonable, therefore, to hypothesise that as the absolute income of an
individual increases so the risk of being infected with HN decreases.
2.2.2 Average group absolute income
Examining the role of absolute income with reference only to the individual is an
oversimplification. Many of the factors outlined above are shaped not only by the
individual but also by their reference group. The role of absolute income needs,
therefore, to be discussed in terms of group .dynamics. This is a distinct discussion, from
the role of relative income, in so far as it will examine the importance of average group
income in absolute tenns as opposed to individual incomes within a group compared to
the average of that group.
This section argues that that there is a strong group effect in the realisation of protection
derived from absolute income. Average absolute income of the individual's reference
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group may be as, if not more, important in determining the level of protection derived, as
the individual's level of absolute income. Much of this argument is based on the
assumption that there is a high degree of overlap between an individual's reference group
and the community in which they live. Although the existence of migrant labour and a
number of other factors mean that sexual networks, and therefore reference groups, are
not so clearly geographically defined, it seems reasonable to assume that the majority of
sexual partners are drawn from an individual's community.
Access to health care, identified as a protective pathway through which an increase in
absolute income reduces the individual's probability of infection with RN, is influenced
not only by an individual's absolute income but also by the availability of health services
and their health seeking behaviour. The availability of health services to an individual, is
to a large extent, determined by those available within their community. These services
are a function of, among other things, the average absolute income of the community (in
this context a geographic area) in which they operate. Other things being equal, a
community with a higher absolute income will have better health facilities; therefore, an
individual living within such a community would have greater access to health services.
Furthermore, the health seeking behaviour of an individual is arguably a function of their
own education, access to information, and the normal behaviours of their reference
group. As was noted in the literature in the previous chapter, behaviours, according to
both the contagion and the structural perspectives, are arguably shaped by the
neighbourhood in which individuals live. If this is the case regarding health seeking
behaviours, then again the average income and education of the group, assuming that
education and income are important in detennining health seeking behaviour, play a role
in determining the probability of an individual becoming infected, by influencing their
health seeking behaviour.
The above behavioural context argument can also be applied to the protective influences
associated with information and sexual behaviour. If the context argument is combined
with the argument outlined earlier for an individual that absolute income education. , ,
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access to information and level of protective behaviour are linked, then the probability of
an individual being infected is further influenced by the average absolute income of their
reference group, which is made up primarily of members of their community. This is the
case because as the average level of access to information increases the more likely it is
that 'normal' behaviours, based on information accessed, and acceptable to the reference
group, will be protective. This is by no means a new argument. Rivers and Aggleton
(1999), among others, argue that, particularly in regard to sexual roles, individuals'
behaviours are shaped by the dominant view of the society in which they live. Those
who do not conform are often excluded and viewed as unsuccessful, the treatment of
homosexual men in many societies being an example of such exclusion.
The above context arguments suggest that, while the level of an individual's absolute
income is important, the average absolute income of their reference group is as, if not
more, important. This argument is reinforced by an examination of how the health of the
group influences the probability of infection for the individual. Firstly, in the simple
model outlined (equations 1 - 4, at the beginning of this chapter) the presence of a STI in
the partner was highlighted as a risk factor for the individual. According to the definition
of a reference group, sexual partners are drawn from the individual's reference group.
The higher the average absolute income of the reference group the lower the probability
that an individual's sexual partner will have an STI. This factor influences the risk per
contact. The protective role of increased group absolute income, however, goes further to
reduce not only the risk per contact but probability of contacts with an RN positive
partner, as partners are drawn from a group with lower risk. A higher average absolute
group income, therefore, reduces the risk of an individual within that group being
infected, regardless of their position within that group.
The protective influence of absolute income can be approximated as the protection
offered by reference group average income, because of the importance of context in the
realisation of these protective influences. References to absolute income, unless
otherwise stated, for the rest of the paper, therefore, refer to average reference group
absolute income.
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Having identified the protective factors of absolute income and the direction of the
relationship to HN infection, two other issues require consideration: the strength of this
relationship and the importance of the stage of the epidemic in detennining both its slope
and gradient.
2.2.3 The strength of the relationship
The factors outlined in the previous sections suggest that individuals and groups with
high absolute income have lower risks of infection than groups and individuals with
lower absolute income. The relationship is, however, unlikely to be linear in nature.
This section discusses the likely strength of the relationship at different levels of absolute
income. It proposes that, at very low levels of absolute income, increases are likely to
offer little protection and that this stage is followed by a phase of rapid decreases in risk,
which quickly slow. This relationship differs only slightly from that commonly
associated with health status and absolute income variations. The Preston Curve (1975),
which was mentioned in the previous chapter, suggested that at low levels of income
increases in income resulted in larger gains in health status than the same increase at a
higher starting point. The difference appears only at very low levels of income where on
the Preston curve the greatest benefits are achieved from increases in income, but the
argument relating to HN suggests that greater benefits are achieved at still low, but
slightly higher, incomes. The foundation for this marginally different argument is based
on the issues relating to access to health service and the benefits derived from such access
and the decreasing importance of information.
Access to health services, although it improves with increases in absolute income, does
so at a slow and discontinuous rate. The jump from primary to secondary and tertiary
care is large and expensive and requires high levels of absolute income to sustain.
Similarly, changes in health seeking behaviour based on social norms are not sudden
movements and small changes in absolute income are likely to lead to only small changes
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in behaviour. These two factors suggest that as absolute income increases, increases in
access to health services are small and discontinuous.
The protective aspects of health care in regard to RIV infection are not a result of
advanced medical procedures: access to open heart surgery, for example, will do little to
slow the spread of RIV. The protection is derived primarily through the provision of
appropriate basic health care, especially the treatment of STIs. Therefore, although
increases in absolute income may lead to only small changes in access and health seeking
behaviour, these small changes at low levels of absolute income may lead to large
changes in risk. This would be the case if they meant the introduction or improvement of
STI care. If, however, the improvements do not lead to the introduction of appropriate
care, there is likely to be little benefit in terms of reduced risk of RIV infection. The
benefits of improvements in access to health care are, in any event, short-lived. Based on
these factors, the benefits of increased health care can be broken down into three phases:
the poverty trap, basic health care, advanced care.
The poverty trap phase relates to levels of absolute income where available health care is
of such poor quality that increases in absolute income, although they may improve
access, do little to reduce risk of infection. For example, a community with extremely
low levels of absolute income and no access to health services will have a similar level of
risk as a slightly wealthier group with access to only very basic health care. This is
because if the available health services do not provide services that reduce risk - for
example, treatment for STIs - then there will obviously be no reduction in risk. This
factor accounts for the difference between the relationship outlined here and that typically
associated with health status and absolute income. While a small increase from. a. very
low level may have large returns in terms of improved average health status (the basis of
the common relationship), if they are not relevant to RIV they will have little impact on
risk.
The basic health care phase refers to the stage where increases in absolute income lead to
the introduction of the levels and types of care that offer protection against infection,
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most notably treatment for STls. During this stage small improvements will lead to large
changes in risk.
The final phase, advanced medical care, refers to the stage where basic health care has
approached its maximum and increases in absolute income improve access to advanced
medical treatments. Although these treatments may have many other benefits, in the
context of the spread of HIV, improvements in this phase will do little, to reduce the
spread of HIV. Advanced medical treatments can, however, prolong the life of those
infected, this however is a distinct issue.
The relationship between the phases and the average risk of infection for members of
groups can be depicted graphically as follows:
Figure 2.1 mv risk and access to health services
Risk
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Access to health services
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The access to information is likely to display a similar pattern, to that displayed above. It
is not simply the knowledge of how to protect against RIV that protects against RN, but
the behaviour based on that knowledge. Again, changes in absolute income are likely to
lead to only small changes in behaviour but, as with health care, a small change in
behaviour can lead to a substantial change in risk. The similarity to health care
continues in so far as, after the provision of basic information and the behaviour change
based on that, there is little protective benefit from additional knowledge. The basic
information provides the knowledge that sexual intercourse is the primary route through
which RN is transmitted and that condoms reduce the risk of transmission reduces risk a
great deal. Additional knowledge of virus subtypes and viral load, for example, may lead
to further slight changes in behaviour, but the benefit is not comparable to the
fundamental behaviour change occasioned by the basic information. The returns on
information, as with health care, exhibit diminishing marginal returns.
Based on the above assertions, the relationship between individual and group risk of RN
infection and absolute income can be displayed graphically as follows; as more effects
are considered the relationship depicted is smoother than in the health example which








Point A displays the relationship between the risk, R, of RIV infection for an individual
member of a reference group with absolute income Y. At low levels of absolute income
the risk of RN infection reduces slowly, as behaviour change is slow and appropriate
health services are not available. This is followed by a rapid reduction in risk as small
changes in behaviour and health services lead to major reductions in risk. As diminishing
marginal returns to income set in, the reduction in risk for a given increase in absolute
income becomes smaller as the improvement in health services becomes less and less
relevant and the increased information less and less useful for behaviour change. The
representation assumes that the rapid change from health services and information occurs
at a similar level of income. Those with access to basic primary health care are likely to
have access to basic health information, if only from the providers of such basic health
care, whereas groups of people with no access to health services are unlikely to be well-
informed on protective practices.
The relationship displayed has been described and developed in reference to a mature
epidemic. Given the importance attached in the literature to the time and stage of the
epidemic in relation to the role of income, it is essential to discuss how this relationship
might differ at the various stages of the epidemic.
2.2.4 The onset of the epidemic
Before an RN epidemic can begin in a population the virus has to be introduced. Prior
to this introduction, nobody faces the risk of being infected regardless of sexual practices
of STD infection. The simple model outlined at the beginning of this chapter shows how
zero contacts with RN infected partners lead to zero risk. At this point, the only people
who are at risk are those who travel and mix sexually with populations, other than their
own, where RIV is present.
As noted previously, an increase in absolute income increases an individual's ability to
travel. This travel puts them into contact with other population groups where they may
come into contact with RIY. At the very onset of the epidemic there is clearly a positive
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relationship between absolute income and risk of infection. Figure 2.3 represents the
situation:
Figure 2.3 Absolute income and risk at the onset of an mv epidemic
Risk
Absolute income
The relationship depicted in figure 2.3 is reinforced by the lack of protection offered
through absolute income as a result of knowledge. At the onset of the epidemic,
individual and group knowledge is low and sexual behaviour unchanged. The one
protective influence still favouring those with higher absolute income is their better
access to health care. Better access to health care and lower rates of STrs mean that
individuals from groups with high absolute income have a low risk of infection per
contact. At the very onset of the epidemic, when individuals with low income have sex
only with other individuals in their own population where there is no HIV, those with
high absolute income are still at greater risk. This greater risk will be maintained until
the,probahility of low income individuals coming into contact with the virus reaches a
stage where their increased risk per contact places them at greater overall risk of
infection. HIV is introduced into the population by those with high levels of absolute
income and increasingly by those with lower levels, as the distance to populations already
affected by HIV becomes shorter. As infonnation becomes more widely available and
the epidemic matures, the relationship between absolute income shifts from that depicted
above to that displayed in figure 2.2. This is similar to the argument proposed by the
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World Bank, 1998) as to why individual and country studies of risk and prevalence
differed in their findings relating to income.
2.2.5 Summary of the role of absolute income
In theory, higher levels of absolute income offer protection against infection with RIV.
This protection is offered via a number of pathways. Firstly, higher absolute income
means improved access to health services. Such improved access reduces the prevalence
of STIs, thereby reducing the risk of RIV infection per sexual contact with an infected
partner.
Secondly, greater absolute income leads to better access to information. This, coupled
with higher rates of education, results in better-informed sexual behaviour and lower risk
of infection.
Arguably, higher absolute income reduces the risk of infection by improving economic
security and possibly by improvement in diet.
Increased absolute income does, however, increase ability to travel. At the initial stage of
the epidemic this greatly increases risk of infection for those with high income. At later
stages, the influence of this factor is not clear and is very unlikely to be so strongly
positive as to reverse the net negative influence on risk resulting from changes in absolute
mcome.
Group influence on .hehaviour and the importance of available resources in. determining
behaviour suggest that the protective aspects of absolute income work at a group level.
This suggests that it is the average absolute income of a group that is important in
determining the group's risk and the risk of individuals within it.
Conceptually, increases in absolute income offer little protection at very low levels of
absolute income. This situation is, however, short-lived and increases of absolute income
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at low levels should quickly change and begin to have a substantial influence on risk of
infection. Diminishing marginal returns is, however, likely to set in quickly and returns
to increases in absolute income, in the form of reduced risk, are likely to be very small at
high levels of absolute income.
The above discussion has dealt in detail with the role played by absolute income in the
spread of RIV. A number of issues that were identified in the literature are not
mentioned here. Most notably, there is no reference to. the greater access to sex
associated with higher income and no mention is made of male/female income
differentials. These exclusions were made because they are factors associated with
individuals' income relative to others and not their absolute level of income. It is these
factors that will be dealt with in the following section and it is the ability to separate them
from the factors discussed in this section that makes the use of the absolute and relative
income concepts so useful.
2.3 Relative income
Relative income considers an individual's income relative to other members of their
reference group, in other word an individual's income relative to the average income of
the group. An individual may be a member of a group with a very low average level of
absolute income but, because they earn a little more than that average, they are
considered to be relatively wealthy. Similarly, an individual who is a member of a
reference group with an extremely high average level of absolute income may be classed
as relatively deprived if they have lower than the group average income.
The pathways through which relative income influences an individual's probability of
being infected with RIV are very different from those associated with absolute income.
The protection offered by increases in absolute income, according to the theory
developed in this chapter, is a result primarily of two factors - access to health care and
information. These two protective factors are shaped by the characteristics of the
individual's reference group. Access to health care is, as described earlier, a function not
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only of an individual's own absolute income, but of the facilities available to their group
and the dominant behaviours relating to health-seeking behaviour. Similarly, increases in
access to information provide protection against HIV by the influence they have on
behaviour. Again, this behaviour is shaped by the context in which it occurs and what is
acceptable and valued within an individual's reference group.
The importance of group characteristics in the realisation of the protective influence of
absolute income suggests that variations in an individual's absolute income within the
group would have little influence on individual risk. This is because it is the average
income of the group that determines access to health services and information and shapes
social constructs of acceptable behaviour. Variations in relative income are by definition
variations of income within the reference group, which means that they can be discussed
separately from absolute income. In other words, changes in risk associated with different
levels of individual absolute income between members of the same group are assumed to
be so small that they are overwhelmed by the impacts of relative income. In other words,
the average absolute income of a group sets the mean risk and relative income
distribution about that mean.
It is, therefore, assumed in this analysis that individuals within groups have very similar
levels of protection resulting from the average absolute income of their group. Higher
relative income within the group does not offer protection against the spread of HIV
through increased access to health services or behaviour change resulting from greater
access to information, as this protection is realised largely at a group level. This
assumption is, however, an oversimplification, as individuals may be able to select from
the health services available, according to their ability to pay, thereby accessing differing
levels of health care. Moreover, information may lead to some individuals protecting
themselves despite the negative reaction this may illicit from their reference group.
Behaviour change in the face of negative reaction is the exception rather than the rule. In
any event, the benefits of slight variations in health care are likely to be small unless it
means the difference between accessing STI care or having no treatment. Even in such a
situation, however, it must be remembered that the individual's risk is also affected by
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the health of their partner drawn from their reference group. This simplification,
therefore, seams reasonable, and it can be argued that these variations in risk within
groups, resulting from differing access to health services and information, are negligible
and can be ignored.
Assuming that the protective influences of increased absolute income are realised largely
at a group level - that is they determine the average risk of a group and are therefore
negligible in relation within group changes in relative income - the influences on risk
associated with relative income changes, variation about the mean, can be more closely
examined. With similar access to health services and similar sexual behaviours - such as
condom use - the probability that a member of a reference group will be infected,
compared to another member of the same group, will be largely determined by the
number of contacts that an individual has with RIV positive sexual partners. This in turn
will be affected by two factors: the number of partners they have and the probability that
each partner is infected. Returning to the simple model and applying the concept of
relative income to the literature reviewed in the previous chapter:
Prob(Individual RIV) = contacts * probability (5)
Contacts = f(Prob(Partner RIV), No. of partners) (6)
(where contacts cc Prob(Partner RIV), No. of partners)
No. of partners = f(preferences, power, attractiveness) (7)
Power = f(rY, norms) (8) .
(where Power cc rY)
Attractiveness = F(X, rY) (9)
(where attractiveness cc rY)
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Where:
Prob(Individual HIY) is the probability that an individual will become HIY positive
Contacts is the number of times an individual comes into contact with HIY
Probability is the probability of infection per contact
Prob(Partner HIY) is the probability that an individual's sexual partner is HIY positive
No. of partners is the number of sexual partners an individual has in a given time period
Preference is an individual's preference for a number of sexual partners
Power is an individual's power to enforce their preferences on others individuals in their reference
group
Attractiveness is an individual's attractiveness to other members of the individual's reference
group
X is some set of variables considered to make an individual more or less attractive
Norms are a set of common behaviours and practices
rY is an individual's relative income.
The model depicts a situation where the number of sexual partners an individual has is
determined by their sexual preferences, their power over others to realise these
preferences, and their attractiveness to others. Both power relations and attractiveness
are, in part, explained by the individual's relative income, as distinct from their absolute
income. Within a reference group with a given average absolute income, those who are
relatively wealthy are, other things being equal, more powerful and attractive because of
their control and access to resources. This is not a result of their absolute income,
because if they were in another reference group, with a higher average absolute income
but their income remained constant, they would have less power and be less attractive
because their position relative to others would be weaker. The model does not stipulate
the direction of many of the relationships. On closer examination it will become apparent
that these relationships are influenced by the individual's sex. The following two
sections examine the direction of these relationships for male and female members of
reference groups.
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2.3.1 Male relative income
Sexual preferences and sexual behaviour, as stated many times, are shaped by the society
or, in this case, reference group, in which these behaviours occur. The role of relative
income will differ based on these preferences. In this thesis, it is assumed that male
promiscuity is seen asa sign of success, power and manhood, whereas it is frowned upon
for women. This is the most commonly found social construct of sexual roles for men
and women (Rivers and Agg1eton, 1999) and for this reason the examination of relative
income will be framed in this context. Indeed, Filmer (1998) in his cross country study,
details of which appear in the previous chapter, found that in all the samples he examined
it was more likely that a man would report having a non-regular partner and much more
likely that those who had more than one non-regular partner would be men.
Other things being equal, individuals with greater relative income have greater power
over others in their reference group. The level of this power and over whom it can be
exercised will be dealt with in more detail later. It is also reasonable to assume that,
holding other things constant, men with higher relative incomes will be more attractive to
potential partners. The increases in power come from men's income relative to women in
the group, while their attractiveness comes from the income relative to other men. If men
are assumed to prefer more partners to fewer, then these increases in power and
attractiveness would increase the number of sexual partners an individual has, thereby
increasing their risk of infection as a result of greater relative income. If sexual partners
have the characteristics of a normal good that exhibits diminishing marginal utility, then
as relative income increases the demand for additional sexual partners will increase at a




Male risk and relative income
Relative income
The relationship described above is not meant to reduce sexual partnerships to issues of
financial resources and commodities or to suggest that all men seek to have as many
partners as possible. Indeed, many men will remain with only one partner, regardless of
their relative income. Similarly, many women will decline sexual relations with one man
in favour of another, even if the first is relatively more wealthy. All that is being
suggested is that, subject to great individual variations, as male income increases relative
to others within their reference group they will, on average, have more sexual partners
and, as a result, greater risk of becoming infected with HIV.
2.3.2 Female relative income
~:".:. -.'. .... -
To understand the risk associated with different levels of female relative income it is
necessary to further examine the reasons for the described male risk pattern. Higher
levels of relative income are associated with a higher probability of HIV infection for
men, as a result of their greater power within the group and their attractiveness relative to
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other men within their group. Both of these factors influence the risk of women very
differently.
If men with higher relative income have greater power over women within their reference
group, which increases the availability of sexual partners as men have more power over
the terms and frequency of sexual relations, then the greater the disparity in income
between possible partners, the greater the power. Relatively wealthy men, therefore,
have greatest power over the most deprived women within their reference group. This
power relationship increases the risk of men at high levels of relative income and women
at low levels. For example, in a group with low absolute income, relatively deprived
women may be forced to rely on sexual favours to gain access to household essentials
controlled by relatively wealthy men. This situation may occur both within and between
households. The risk of relatively deprived women is, therefore, influenced by the risk of
relatively high-income males.
The examination of the influence of power relations suggests that women with higher
income relative to other members within their reference group would have lower risk of
infection, compared to women with lower relative income, because the power men have
over relatively more wealthy women is weaker. The second factor, attractiveness, which
influences male risk, however, also influences female risk. The power relations argument
is not dependent on the nature of the relationship and can be made with reference to long
term and temporary sexual relationships. The argument made in relation to attractiveness
relates to long term relationships and the risk associated with these long term sexual
relationships may result in a very different risk pattern to that associated with power
relationships.
According to the principle of positive assortative matching, a woman will partner with a
man of equal or higher socio-economic status (Boulier and Rosenzweig, 1984). In the
context of RIV risk, woman with higher income relative to other women in the same
reference group (and therefore higher socio-economic status) will be at a greater risk of
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having an RN positive partner as a result of his higher relative income and associated
higher risk.
Returning to the simple model, within a reference group, women with higher relative
income face a higher probability that their long term sexual partner is RN positive and
therefore are at greater risk. The women's higher relative income, however, reduces the
number of men who have power over her and therefore reduces the average number of
sexual partners resulting from men having such power over her, .thereby reducing her
risk. The net effect of an increase in relative income is, therefore, dependent on which of
these effects is dominant. While having multiple partners has been shown to increase risk
of women (Auvert et aI, 2001), the majority of women infected with RN in Africa, 60-80
percent, had only one sexual partner (Adler et aI, 1996). The dominant risk effect,
therefore, is assumed to be the one that mirrors their partner's risk. It must, however, be
kept in mind that situations may arise where the risk associated with unequal power
relations may be so great that it outweighs the risk pattern associated with the partners.
Conceivably, this could be the case for young women, very few of whom have long term
partners, but many may be at risk as a result of the unequal distribution of wealth in their
reference group. In such a case, higher relative income may, at least for the time being,
reduce the risk of young women. This theory, as stated earlier, does not deal with the age
differentials, but rather with the average for all individuals. In this case it is assumed that
the partner's risk is the dominant effect, although this may not always be the case.
The risk associated with different relative income levels is, however, likely to differ for
women for two reasons. Firstly, if women partner with men of equal or greater socio-
economic status, the average risk for women at any given income will mirror the risk of
men with slightly higher income; secondly, while the tracking of partners' risk is
arguably the dominant factor, the risk associated with power relations cannot be ignored.
Arguably, this factor increases the risk of those with low incomes and has less and less
effect as income rises. Based on these two factors, the risk of women is hypothesised to
track the pattern of male prevalence, but at a higher level, particularly at low levels of








The figure above shows how, in the context of the simple model, female risk increases
with relative income. At low levels, female risk is greater than the risk of males with the
same level of income, because women at these low levels face risk associated with
unequal power relations and the risk of their partner. As relative income increases, the
difference between female and male risk decreases. Female average risk is, therefore
likely to be higher because at different levels of income it is either higher or the same.
The relationship between relative income and female risk of infection, as descrihed thus
far, has not addressed the possibility of higher demand for sexual partners by women
with higher levels of relative income. Unless this were more widespread than for males,
so that an increase in relative income led to an increase in the number of sexual partners
greater than the increase for males, this would only change the size of the gap between
the two lines. If it were the case that the increase in sexual partners was greater for
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women, the lines would be reversed and men would be at greater risk. This is, however,
very unlikely and assumed not to be the case.
The above is presented as a theory of the average, that is the influence of relative income
on the average risk of people at that level of income. There will be substantial individual
variations. Some of this variation may be a result of personal moral and religious beliefs
and other individual variations that do not fall neatly into the theory. There is not space
or cause to discuss the impact of these, with the exception of one. Commercial sex
workers present a special case. Sex workers tend to be young and relatively poorly
educated (Ahlburg and Jensen, 1998). Their risk is therefore a result of their low status,
but once they begin work they may have relatively high incomes. The more clients they
have, other things being equal, the greater the risk and the income2. Although
commercial sex workers would appear to have the same relationship, in terms of direction
rather than magnitude, between relative income and risk, the causality is reversed. The
higher risk has led to greater income3. The emphasis of this chapter, and the rest of the
thesis, is on the risk of average men and women and on special cases only in so far as
they influence the risk of the average.
2.4 Combination
Thus far, absolute and relative income have been discussed independently of each other.
In the theory developed here, absolute income sets the level of group risk, the average
risk of the group, while relative income explains the variation in risk within groups, about
the average. The following section examines how the two work together to determine
individual risk ofoHIV..infection. The following figure represents a simpk combination
of the absolute and relative income affects graphically:
2 Within in this special case there may be even more special cases. For example a high earning commercial
sex worker may have more power over the terms of sexual exchange and may be able to negotiate safer
sex.
3 This is one special case there are likely to be others.
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Absolute income! relative income
The above figure overlays the described relationship between absolute and relative
income and risk of RN infection. Line AB represents the protective effect of increases
in absolute income over the entire spectrum of income levels. The vertical dotted lines
represent the division of the population into reference groups and the curved lines within
the reference group boundaries represent the increase in risk associated with increases in
relative income - one line (solid) for males and one (dotted) for females4 . An individual's
risk is, therefore, a function of both their absolute and relative income. The figure is,
however, an oversimplification and suggests that the relationship between relative
income and risk, although placed in a range by absolute income levels, works
independently of absolute income. That is to say that the gradient of the relative income
curve is unaffected by the absolute income of the reference group. For this to be the case,
the power held by relatively wealthy men over relatively deprived women would have to
be the same regardless of the absolute level of income. This is, however, unlikely.
4 In reality it would not be possible to divide the population up in to such neat and non-overlapping
reference group. This representation is grossly simplified, but the simplifying assumptions will be relaxed
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At low levels of absolute income, women may be forced to rely on fmancial and material
support from relatively wealthy males for the basic means of survival. The power held
by these men over these women is therefore great. In a reference group with high
absolute income this power would be largely diluted; thus the gradient of the relative
income curve is reduced. The power to determine the nature of sexual relationships held
by an employed man over an unemployed destitute women is clearly greater than that
held by a business executive over a lower paid colleague. The power relationship
between a man and a woman with a difference ofRIOOO in income (in favour of the man)
.would be very different if the women earned nothing or if she earned RIOOOO. The lower
levels of power reduce the risk of relatively wealthier men relative to relatively poor men,
as the difference in number of partners between men is likely to be smaller. This reduced
directly the gradient of the relation between relative income and risk for men and
indirectly for women through the reduction in partner risk. The positive slope is likely to
remain as a result of the attractiveness factor, that is women's risk being determined by
the relative income of their partners: on average the higher the women's status, the higher
the status of her partner and therefore the higher her risk. The relationship would,
therefore, be better represented by the following:






Absolute income/ relative income
in the following discussion.
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This representation shows the increase in risk associated with an· increase in relative
income, decreasing as absolute income increases. This representation is still
oversimplified. It shows the entire society divided into neat and exclusive reference
groups. Sexual networks can, however, link many individuals across income levels,
countries and even continents. The incidence of RN across the world bears testimony to
this. This is not to suggest that an individual's reference group is the entire world, but
rather that reference groups can overlap; therefore, while two individuals may be in
different reference groups they could be linked by a common overlapping group. An
individual's reference group, as defmed in the introduction to this chapter, is the group of
people from which an individual selects their sexual partners, plus the group from whom
their prospective partners select their partners. The overlaps mean, aside from linking
groups together, that two individuals may be at similar levels of absolute income but, due
to the differing characteristics of their reference group, one might be relatively deprived
. while the other is relatively wealthy. The figure can be redrawn to include these
overlaps, showing how individuals can have the same absolute income but different
relative incomes and how, via many groups, the bottom reference group is linked to the
top group.





Absolute income/ relative income
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The above figure presents a more realistic representation of risk of RN infection in
relation to absolute and relative income variations. Multiple reference groups exist and
overlap across the range of absolute income. For any given absolute income, therefore,
there will be many individuals who are members of different reference groups, with
different levels of average absolute income and therefore different relative income levels,
despite having the same absolute income. This, of course, means that at any income level
there will be a number of different individuals with different levels of risk. The
following section speculates what will be observed if income levels are related to
prevalence of RN.
2.5 Observed relationship between income and HIV risk
The previous figure displayed the relationships between absolute and relative income and
risk of RN infection. If a cross-section of a population were taken and income and RN
status were recorded, and the above figure redrawn with income on the horizontal axis
and RN prevalence on the vertical axis, the observed relationship would be somewhat
different. Unlike in many of the previous graphs, there would be only one observation
for each level of income. An individual is either infected or not, their probability of
infection cannot be observed. To approximate the probability, the prevalence of
individuals at each income level can be recorded, effectively estimating the average risk
at each income level. This is estimating the average between groups as there can only be
one prevalence value for each income level.
If the relationships between income and risk described in this chapter are correct, at very
low levels of income individuals at the bottom of the income range would have lower
prevalence than those with slightly higher incomes. At very low levels of income the
protective effect of absolute income, as previously discussed, is weak, but within groups
the relative income effect is strongest at low levels of income. While individuals are
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drawn from different groups in a population within all of those groups at low levels of
income, as income rises the dominant influence is likely to be that associated with
relative income. At higher levels of income, the relative income effect will be difficult to
identify, as an increase in income will mean an increase in relative income for some and a
jump in reference group for others. As income increases, the protective effects of
increased absolute income are realised, quickly at fIrst and, as diminishing marginal
returns set in, more slowly. Reference groups will overlap and at any point along the
income scale there may be individuals with the same absolute income, but different
relative incomes and thus different levels of risk. These overlaps flatten out the
increasingly weak effect of relative income variations.





Predicted observable relationship between HIV prevalence and
income
Income
Arguably, RN prevalence should increase at the highest levels of income, as these
individuals must also be the relatively wealthy of their reference groups. Two issues
should, however, be noted: fIrstly, risk and therefore prevalence at that point are likely
already to be so low that even a doubling in risk would be barely noticeable. Secondly, it
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depends on the population under examination. For example, if the population were that
of a country, it would be expected that the elite would select sexual partners not only
from within the country but also from other countries. Their reference group, therefore,
exceeds the boundaries of their country and they may be relatively wealthy or deprived
members of this group. If, however, the population were that of the world then indeed
the extremely wealthy would be expected to have higher risk than other members of their
reference group, albeit from a small base.
2.7 Summary and hypotheses
The probability that an individual is infected with HIV is determined by the number of
sexual contacts they have with an HIV positive partner, multiplied by the probability that
they will be infected by each contact. Income affects both of these variables in a number
of different ways. In previous work, researchers have found both positive and negative
relationships between HN infection and income. This chapter has attempted to build on
the health economic concepts of relative and absolute income, reference groups, and
neighbourhood influences on behaviour and to apply these to the problem of explaining
the role of income in the spread of HN.
Absolute income is an individual's or group's income independent of others. Relative
income is an individual's level of income in relation to other members of their reference
group. An individual's reference group in this analysis is defined as the group of people
from which an individual selects sexual partners, plus the group from which their
potential sexual partners select their sexual partners.
Having made this separation, the roles of absolute and relative income can be identified.
In theory, absolute income offers protection against infection with HN. This protection
is a result of a number of factors, mainly access to health care and information. Increased
access to health care provides a reduced risk of HN per contact with an HN positive
sexual partner. This protection comes primarily through reduced rates of STIs, because
this is the main route through which access to health care and risk of HN infection are
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linked, though the relationship is not linear. At very low levels of absolute income and
associated health care, increases in access to health care may not be of an appropriate
nature to reduce risk; consequently, an increase in access will reduce risk very little. At
the point where STI treatment becomes available, increases in access lead to large
decreases in risk; however, once this treatment is available further access to health care
offers little protection.
The second pathway through which increases in absolute income offer protection is
access and ability to interpret information. Higher income leads to access to more
sources of information and is also correlated with higher rates of education, which leads
to better interpretation. Information about HIV can be used to change behaviour so as to
protect against infection. Again the relationship is unlikely to be linear, as there are
certain changes that an individual can make in their behaviour to reduce risk after which
additional information offers little additional protection.
Health seeking behaviour, availability of health services, and sexual behaviour are shaped
largely by an individual's community. It has been argued, therefore, that the protective
influence of increases in absolute income is the result of increased group average income
rather than increases in individual income. Based on this assertion, absolute income is
being dealt with as a group rather than an individual variable, it is argued that the average
absolute income of a group determines their average risk.
In contrast to absolute income, which is argued to determine the average risk of a group,
relative. income is argued to determine the distribution of individual risk about that
average. Moreover higher relative income, as opposed to absolute income, is argued to
lead to greater risk of infection for individuals relative to individuals in the same group
but with lower income. This increase in risk comes about through linked but slightly
different routes for men and women. For men, those with income relatively higher than
others within their reference group are at greater risk of infection because their income
increases their power over women in their reference group and increases their
attractiveness relative to other members of the reference group. Both these factors
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influence the number of contacts with HIV and therefore risk. For women, however,
those with higher relative income are at greater risk than those women, in the same
. reference group, with lower income, but this higher risk occurs for different reasons.
According to the principle of positive assortative matching, a woman is likely to partner a
male of similar or higher socio-economic status to themselves. So, as a women's socio-
economic status increases, the average status of her partner increases making him a
higher risk partner, therefore increasing her risk of infection. Relatively deprived women
are also at risk associated with the power men have over them. This is, however, unlikely
to be the dominant effect, as most women are infected by their partners. Other things
being equal, the power of men over women in groups with higher absolute income is less
than the power of men within groups with lower absolute income; the relationship
between risk of infection and increased relative income is, therefore, weaker.
When considered in conjunction with one another, the roles of absolute and relative
income in determining risk can be represented graphically as in figure 2.10a (a
reproduction of 2.8). In a cross-section of a population the observed relationship between
income and HIV prevalence would be similar to figure 2.1 Ob (a reproduction of 2.9).
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The above relationships can be represented mathematically as follows:
Theoretical relationship
Prob(Individual RN) = contacts * probability (10)
Contacts = f(AY, rY, X) (11)
Probability = f(AY, rY, X) (12)
Prob(Individual RIV) = f(AY, rY, n, sn, X) (13)
where Prob(Individual RIV) cc l/AY, rY, n, sn (14)
Observable relationship
RIV prevalence = ~O+~lY-~2y2+~3y3+~4n+ ~5SII+~ 'X (15)
Where
Prob(Individual HIV) is the probability that an individual will become HIV positive
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Contacts is the number oftimes an individual comes in to contact with HIY
Probability is the probability of infection per contact
AY is absolute income
rY is relative income
X is some group of variables related to the spread ofHIY but independent of income, religion and
male circumcision for example
Y is income
Il is income inequality
SIl is income inequality between the sexes.
The theoretical relationship suggests that an individual's risk of RIV is determined by
their relative income, the absolute income of their group, the level of income inequality
and the income inequality between the sexes, plus a number of socio-cultural factors
independent of income.
If the theoretical relationship outlined above exists and a cross section of a population
were taken and individuals were tested for RIV, the RIV prevalence would be related to
income as shown in (15). Increases in income would result in increases in RIV
prevalence at lower levels of income (+~ 1Y ) followed by rapid decreases (-~2y 2) which
become less rapid as income increases (+~3y3).
The model and theory developed in this chapter build on earlier work in this field. The
discussion, however, goes further than previous work and examines how the various
pathways through which income can influence risk of RIV infection fit together. The
theory suggests possible reasons as to how both positive and negative relationships
between income and risk could have been observed and examines how the relationships
are likely to change with time. The explanation of how these different relationships
could have been observed, provided by the World Bank (1997), is not rebutted by this
work. What this chapter does is provide more detail to the table.
Based on the model and the discussions in this chapter, the following hypotheses can be
made. If the theory outlined in this chapter is correct, these hypotheses will hold true in a
mature epidemic where the primary mode of transmission is heterosexual sex:
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HI: The higher the average income of an individual's reference group the
lower is the probability that the individual will be HN positive.
H2: Individuals in the same reference group with higher relative income have
greater risk ofbeing infected than individuals with relatively low income.
H3: Within a reference group, women have higher HIV prevalence than men.
H4: In a population cross section, HN prevalence IS a cubic function of
mcome.
In the following chapter the methods that will be used to test the above hypotheses will
be discussed and outlined and the data described. The results of the application of these
methods are presented in chapter 4, in chapter 5 the theory developed in this chapter is






The previous chapter used the health economic concepts of absolute and relative income,
reference groups, and neighbourhood influence on health to explain the relationship
between the income of groups and individuals in determining their susceptibility to
infection. Based on this theory, a number of hypotheses were identified. These
hypotheses are tested in the following chapter. This chapter outlines the methods that
were used to test these hypotheses and ultimately the theory that relative and absolute
incomes influence an individual's risk ofHIV infection in very different ways.
The analysis of the data for their relevance to the theory being examined can be broken
down into three parts: review of existing studies, antenatal clinic data, and company
surveys. Existing studies, although not designed to test these hypotheses, provide useful
information. Antenatal Clinic Data are used to examine relative income effects and the
Company Data to investigate absolute income effects. No primary data were collected
for this analysis. The data sets used are by no means ideal, but they were the best
available in South Africa at the time the analyses were conducted. To better understand
their limitations, a section is included in this chapter which describes an ideal, while still
realistic, data set. The following sections outline how each part of the analysis was
conducted.
3.2 Review of existing studies
A number of studies relating income and socio-economic status to HIV infection have
been conducted. Many of these were discussed in chapter 1. The following chapter
presents a review of two examples of these studies in relation to the theory outlined in
chapter 2. The hypotheses postulated in the previous chapter are compared to the results
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of these studies and evidence of contradictions or reinforcements of the theory are
identified and discussed.
Firstly, the results of an example of an individual level analysis of the risk factors
associated with RIV infection, including socio-economic status, are compared to the
predictions of the theory under examination here. The Ainsworth, et al (1998) study was
selected as the example of an individual study. This study was selected, because it
included an analysis of socio-economic status and risk for both men and women.
Secondly, an example of a study examining the links between group variables, including
income, and RIV prevalence was selected and the results compared to the predictions of
the theory outlined in the previous chapter. The Over (1998) study was selected as it
represents the most in-depth study of its kind available.
The reason for selecting one individual study and one group study was because they
appear to contradict one another. The Theory of the Dual Role of Income in the Spread
of RIV attempts to provide a detailed explanation for this apparent contradiction.
These studies are, however, not designed to test this theory. Furthermore, many of the
individual level studies are old and their relevance to current situations is questionable.
More recent data are therefore necessary to test the hypotheses.
3.3 An ideal data set
In addition to existing studies, two other sources of data were used in the analysis: data
from antenatal clinics and company survey data. Both of these data sets will be described
and the methods applied to them discussed. They both, however, suffer a number of
limitations. To understand these limitations better, it is useful first to outline what data
and method would best be able to test the theory. The available data sets can then be
compared to this reference point, clearly showing the strengths and weaknesses in it.
This section describes the characteristics of a realistic, ideal data set. The following
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sections describe the available data sets and the methods that will be used to analyse them
and compare them to the ideal set, thereby identifying the limitations.
The nature of the theory requires the simultaneous examination of individual and group
variables. A similar problem exists for studies examining the neighbourhood impact on
health. Determining whether poor health in poor neighbourhoods is contextual or
compositional cannot be done with the use of aggregate data at the neighbourhood level
(Ross, 2000). It is necessary to examine individual characteristics, but at the same time
place them in the context of the neighbourhood in which individuals live. If individual
data alone are used., all that is being shown is the impact of individual socio-economic
variables on individual health, or worse it will show the combined effect of individual
and neighbourhood effects but associate both with individual characteristics. If aggregate
data are used, the impact on health of living in a poor neighbourhood is indistinguishable
from the impact on health of the low average income of the neighbourhood residents. For
this reason, investigations of this nature require multilevel data where the unit of analysis
is the individual but, in addition to individual characteristics, data on the characteristics
of the individual's neighbourhood are linked to the individual observation, so each
observation contains data on the individual and their neighbourhood (Ross, 2000).
An ideal data set for this study would, therefore, need to contain information on
individual characteristics and characteristics of the individual's reference group, for use
as explanatory variables. At the individual level the necessary characteristics are easily
identified and uncomplicated. Basic demographic information is required:
-Ag.e - because HIV prevalence varies greatly across age groups, an issue which will
be discussed in relation to the theory under examination in the results section.
- Sex - because it is necessary to differentiate between sexes to examine whether the
impact of income and sex-based inequality are as the theory suggests.
- In some contexts, ethnic group would also be required. In the South African context,
on which this thesis focuses, there are many reasons why HIV prevalence differs
between ethnic groups. Some of these are independent of income while others are
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not. In the analysis it is, therefore, necessary to differentiate between the groups to
avoid omitted variables biasing the results.
Other than demographic variables, a number of individual socio-economic characteristic
variables would also be ideal. The most obvious is individual income. Education levels
are also important. The theory suggests that increases in absolute income are protective,
partly because of the correlation with education. It is, therefore, useful to differentiate
between the two influences, to determine how much protection is derived from income
independent of education. Other ideal socio-economic variables at the individual level
relate to employment status, sector of employment, and whether an individual is a
migrant or not. Different types of employment may affect individual risk, for example
truck drivers are at higher risk as a result of behaviours associated with their
employment. The underlying reasons for this, as with ethnic groups, relate to factors
correlated with, but with no causal link to, income. Controls are therefore required.
An ideal data set would also include information on individual sexual behaviour as part
of an effort to identify risk factors associated with various levels of income and
education. Furthermore, the information can be used to investigate the role of the
reference group in determining individual behaviour, to identify behaviours associated
with the group's average income rather than the individual's: for example, investigating
individuals with the same level of income but different behaviours, resulting possibly
from being members of different reference groups.
The final individual variables would be RIV status, as the dependent variable, and STI
history. These variables are an obvious necessity. Although it is theoretically possible to
estimate individual risk of infection based on knowledge of sexual behaviour and group
RN prevalence, it is difficult; the data requirements are large and the margin for error
great. Therefore, in an ideal data set, it would be best to collect individual RN status.
The above individual information would need to be linked to information about the
individual's reference group, as further dependent variables. This would include the
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individual's reference group's average income, which is necessary for measuring the
individual's position relative to others in order to estimate relative income influences and
also as a measure of absolute income. This information should be further supported with
the average education level of the reference group. A measure of male/female inequality
is also needed as part of the relative income investigation. Migrant worker levels, both in
terms of in and out migration, are essential in identifying high-risk groups and isolating
the impact.
Based on the above data set, regression analysis could be conducted to isolate the roles of
absolute and relative income. Hypotheses on income inequality could also be tested, as
well as possible differences between the HN prevalence of men and women. Cross-
sectional analysis could be used to examine the combined role of absolute and relative
income on HIV prevalence.
No such data set presently exists; even if collection were attempted many practical
difficulties would present themselves. Foremost among these is the identification of
individuals' reference groups, which is required as a number of reference group
characteristics are necessary for the analysis. While other data sets exist which contain
much of the rest of the data required, such as individual data on income, education and
employment status, they are not linked to HN infection data. Effectively, the dependent
variables and the explanatory variables have no way of being associated with one
another. If a way could be found to link the existing data sets, the problem of identifying
reference groups would still remain.
The problem of reference group identification in this context is serious but less so than
for those investigating the relative deprivation hypothesis. For those researchers it is
necessary to position an individual in terms of their income relative to those with whom
they compare themselves. As Deaton (200 Ib) notes, individuals could be comparing
themselves to members of their community or to others within their workforce or
possible to those they read about in the paper or see on television. Efforts to proxy
reference groups by geographical location, or age cohorts, are difficult to justify. In the
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context of this study, reference groups, while still impossible to fully identify and to
justify proxies for, are much simpler.
According to the defmition of a reference group in this thesis, an individual's reference
group comprises those individuals from which they select sexual partners plus those from
which their potential sexual partners select their partners. Cyber sex does not spread RN;
there has to be the possibility of physical contact between reference group members.
This, therefore, already deal~ with the difficulty of the possible inclusion of television
stars in most reference groups as, while individuals may compare themselves to the stars,
few have s.ex with them. Television stars and other may influence sexual behaviours, but
they are not, in most cases, involved in them. The possibility, therefore, of using
populations of geographical areas as proxies for individuals living in that area's reference
group becomes simpler to defend. The use of a population of a geographical area as a
proxy for a reference group does, however, pose two difficulties: how big a geographical
area and who from a geographical area to include.
In societies with high levels of migrant labour and general mobility, the group of people
from which individuals could select partners is likely to be geographically widely
dispersed. An ideal data set would base its collection of reference group data on
reasonable assumptions about sexual networks. These assumptions would differ
according to the socio-economic position and sexual norms of the population under
examination. Such assumptions will also have to be made in the following sections when
identifying individuals in relation to their reference groups in the data that are available.
In deciding whom to include from a population within a defmed geographical area it must
be recognised that by far the majority of individuals do not view all residents of their area
as potential sexual partners. Firstly, reference groups are bounded by age. Young
children and the elderly are not viewed, by the vast majority of the sexual active
population, as potential sexual partners. Secondly, there may be divisions based on
socio-economic, ethnic, religious or cultural factors. Again, some reasonable
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assumptions are required to identify an individual's reference group, or at least a
reasonable proxy for it.
Unfortunately, no data with the ideal variables and good assumptions about reference
group size and composition, which could be used to test all the hypotheses from chapter
2, are likely to be generated. Efforts have been made, however, to use a variety of data
sources to test as many of the hypotheses as possible. The first of these is the
combination of data from antenatal clinics with census data on socio-economic
characteristics of regions.
3.4 Antenatal clinic data combined with the 1996 census.
3.4.1 Data
All the analysis conducted especially for this thesis uses South African data. The first
data examined were from the 1999 survey of HN prevalence among women attending
antenatal clinics (Department of Health, 2000), in two neighbouring South African
provinces. The provinces are not named due to the confidential nature of clinic level
data. The analysis of these data aims to investigate primarily the role of relative income.
Owing to a number of limitations, the data could not be used to examine the role of
absolute income. An alternative data set is used for this purpose. The data are only for
women and the analysis is therefore limited to the role of relative income in determining
the risk of women becoming infected with HN, although some of the group variables
induded are relevant to both sexes. The 1999 data set was selected for two reasons.
Firstly, it was the most recent data set of this nature available tothe author at the time of
the analysis. Secondly, it fits well with the 1996 census data. HIV has a long incubation
period so the infections recorded in 1999 would have likely occurred over the previous
six to eight years. The 1996 census falls in the centre of this period. Clinic HN
prevalence in the sample varied from the low teens to the mid-forties.
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Once a year, in October, the Department of Health conducts a survey of HN prevalence
among women attending state antenatal clinics. The survey was first conducted in 1990.
Blood specimens are taken from women attending the clinic for the first time in their
current pregnancy, on a voluntary, unlinked basis (Dorrington and Johnson, 2001).
Blood is collected from these women routinely for testing for syphilis and rhesus, as part
of the first antenatal clinic visit, and the HIV testing is included in this procedure for the
purpose of the survey. Currently over 16 000 blood specimens are taken from women at
400 clinics across the country (Dorringtonand Johnson, 2001). The clinics are selected
as sentinel sites based on a National Protocol, which was revised and improved in 1995
with the help of the Medical Research Council. In addition to HN status, the age, ethnic
group and education level of the women tested are recorded, no other personal
information is collected. Once tested, the HN test results cannot be linked to individual
women but only to the few personal characteristics collected and the clinic where the
sample was taken.
As the survey is conducted only in state antenatal clinics, the data have a number of
limitations. As a sample of the entire population they over-represent the poor and
provide no information on the prevalence of wealthier women who attend private clinics
(Dorrington and Johnson, 2001). As a result of South Africa's economic history, the
over-representation of poor women also means an over-representation of black women.
Two provinces were selected for this analysis for two reasons. Firstly, the Department of
Health in South Africa releases the results of the antenatal clinic surveys only as national
and provincial averages and disaggregation is available only by age. Clinic and
indiv.:idual(anonymous) data have become available unofficially_Jor only".a few
provlllces. This limited the available selection. The first province was selected because
of its size and its relatively homogenous5 make up. The analysis is concentrated on
income and not factors such as religion or circumcision; the more homogenous a sample
the less likely these factors are to be determinants of variation in HN prevalence. Data
5 The populations of both provinces are relatively homogonous in as far their populations share largely a
common language and history.
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for a neighbouring province were available and were included to increase the variance in
the sample. Although this increases the variance of social-cultural variables, it is hoped
that this is minimal, given that the provinces are neighbours and circumcision is not
common in either.
The antenatal clinic data, therefore, consist of the RN status of women attending the
clinics plus their age and level of education, but unfortunately not their income. Each
individual record is linked to the clinic from where the sample was taken.
Despite its limitations, the survey provides the largest source of RN data in the country.
Unfortunately, there is very little individual information. It would have been very useful
to have women's employment status, their income and the income of their partners'.
Since education and income are highly correlated, for the purpose of this analysis
education is used as a proxy for the individual's income. It has been discussed earlier
how education and income have collective as well as individual implications of risk. The
implications of including only education are discussed later in this section. The data
therefore have at least a proxy for individual income, unfortunately however, there is no
reference group information.
Similar to the problem faced in estimating the neighbourhood influence on health, it is
necessary to link individual data to variables at the reference group level. Before a link
can be made, the individual's reference group has to be identified. A reasonable
assumption could be made that individuals' reference groups were made up mainly of
people in their community. The antenatal clinic data should therefore be linked to local
...variables. This,~ howexer, ignores the high levels of migration and general mobility, and
the sexual networks that result; migrants' reference groups are far larger than the number
of people in their local community. It could, therefore, also be reasonably assumed that
references extend across the entire sample. This would imply a need to stratify data for
the whole geographic area and somehow link individuals to one of the strata as their
reference group. This option is, however, very unlikely both practically and theoretically
for the following reasons.
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The theory developed in the previOUS chapter argued that differences in prevalence
between groups resulting from absolute income occur because of differences in health
care access and behaviour based on available information. The entire sample is based on
women attending state antenatal clinics; they therefore have similar access to health
services as well as similar health seeking behaviours. The sample is of a relatively
homogenous population, as attendees at the clinic are of similar socio-economic status or
at least are accessing health services of a similar quality, and similar ethnic background.
Variations in risk are, therefore, unlikely to be a result in variations in absolute income.
Placing women in socio-economic strata would therefore be pointless, because even if
they could be allocated they would almost all be placed in the same stratum. This is the
same reason why it is acceptable to use the individual's education level. if individuals
are drawn primarily from the same reference group, or at least groups with similar
average absolute income, then they have a similar level of group average risk associated
with the current level of average absolute income. Higher rates of individual education
are, therefore, unlikely to offer additional protection as they still have the same access to
health services and probably face a similar set of socially acceptable behaviours.
Effectively this means that, if education and income are correlated, then as education
increases, the effects of an increase in relative income will be observed. In South Africa
education has been found to be correlated with income, although it is important to control
for age and marital status, which also play a deterministic role in relation to income (Case
and Yogo, 1999). For women, the return on a year of education was found to be, on
average, 14 percent of income (Case and Yogo, 1999). In this data set age can be
. controlled for but not marital status. Marital status affects income primarily through
child bearing. Given .that all the women in the sample are pregnant, this variable is ..
unlikely to account for significant variation and omitting it is unlikely to make any
significant difference.
Practically identifying break points for strata would have been difficult. As all the
women have similar access to health care the breaks would have to be made based on
behaviour changes relating to income levels of reference groups. As no behavioural data
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associated with income were available for the region, separating the sample into different
reference groups with different average absolute incomes would have been impossible.
Although there are theoretical and practical difficulties associated with identifying
reference groups in order to investigate the implications of relative income on risk, the
women in the sample have to be placed in relation to their reference group. To this end
some assumptions as to the appropriate reference group for each individual must be
made. As an initial step it was assumed that the women were from either the same
reference group or at least they were from different groups with similar absolute income.
The analysis was, therefore, conducted twice; firstly, assuming that the local community,
in this case represented by the magisterial district in which the clinic the women are
attending is located, was the appropriate reference group. Then using education as a
proxy for individual income, women were placed in relation to others attending the same
clinic by measuring their education as a percentage of the clinic average. The second
analysis included women's education directly, assuming that the reference group spanned
the entire sample, thus placing the women's education level relative to the average
education of all the women in the sample.
It is unfortunate that no measure of partners' income or education was available. In
chapter two much was made of how the partner's income, for women, was an important
determinant of their risk. However, as the hypothesis on the relationship between relative
income and risk for women already includes the risk associated with the partner it can
still be tested with these data. It is an attempt to examine the total risk of women in
relation to their relative income including the risk resulting from their partner's income
and associated behaviour.
Whichever assumption regarding the size of the reference group is made, it still means
that the data set contains only individual level data and it is necessary to combine group
level data with each data set. Even if the entire sample represents one reference group,
these local conditions (group data) will still influence the risk of HIV infection for
individuals in these areas.
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The group variables are based on data collected in the 1996 South African Census
conducted by Statistics South Africa. The census was used for two reasons; firstly,
because it was conducted at the mid-point of infections, that is the majority of infection in
1999 would have occurred between 1993 and 1996, given an average incubation period
of 8 years and a decline in fertility as the virus progresses. The second reason for using
the census was its sample size. The data for the group variables were necessary at a level
at which they could be linked to individual clinics. Other national surveys, such as the
October Household Survey, do not have sufficient sample size to disaggregate to this
level. The 10 per cent sample, produced by Statistics South Africa, was used to increase
the speed of calculations. To estimate group variables representative of the reference
group for women attending each clinic would have required accurate information on the
catchment area for each clinic. This information was not available and a simplifying
assumption was necessary. For the purpose of this analysis, data from the magisterial
district in which each clinic is located were used as the closest available data on the local
community of attendees; fortunately, there were no cases of more than one clinic in a
magisterial district. Based on the common variable, magisterial district, the antenatal
clinic data and the census variables could be combined into a single data set.
The data for the magisterial district were refmed in a number of ways to better represent
individuals' reference groups. Firstly, averages of the appropriate variables included
onlyadults in the sexually active age group, this was assumed to be 15 - 49 years of age.
These were further reduced to include only black Africans, as by far the majority of clinic
attendees fall into this ethnic group. The only exceptions to this were the variables
measuring total household expenditure. These were calculated for the entire population
of the magisterial district. This was done because it is the wealth of the area and not that
of a sub-population that is likely to play a role in attracting migrants.
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A number of different variables were examined6, including measures of sexual inequality,
female poverty, population mobility and regional wealth. A list of these variables and
how they were constructed is contained in the appendix.
The variables included in the [mal model consisted of RN status as the dependent
variable, a series of age dummies, a measure of female status, household expenditure, a
measure of mobility and the education level of the women in years of education. The
measure of female status· was constructed as female average income divided by male
average income and the result multiplied by female average income. The variable was
designed to capture both the effects of inequality and income. Areas with low average
female income and high inequality result in the lowest values for this variable, while
those areas with low inequality and high average income produce the highest values. The
mobility measure was constructed as the proportion of men living in the magisterial
district who work in another magisterial district, but within the same province. A more
detailed discussion of the variables is contained in the next chapter. The variables are
described in the following table.
Table 3.1 Antenatal clinic data descriptive statistics
Variable Mean Std. Dev Min Max Obs.
RN status 0.31 0.46 0 1 4615
Age 15-19 0.18 0.38 0 1 4615
Age 20-24 0.31 0.46 0 1 4615
Age 25-29 0.25 0.44 0 1 4615
Age 30-34 0.17 0.37 0 1 461~5 .
Age 35-39 0.07 0.26 0 1 4615
Age 40- 0.02 0.13 0 1 4615
Years of Education 8.54 3.29 0 13 4603
Years of Education 83.68 46.10 0 169 4603
6 The basis for variables inclusion or rejection is outlined later in this chapter
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squared
Female status 135.61 106.25 9 407 4607
Male short distance 0.03 0.05 0 0.24 4615
work related
mobility
Monthly household 2103.48 987.16 807 4573 4615
expenditure
3.4.2 Analysis
Having constructed the data set containing both individual and reference group variables,
regressions examining the nature, if any, of the relationship between HN infection and
the individual and group variables were conducted. Two approaches to conducting this
regression analysis were considered; the fIrst was to use the same approach as Over
(1998) and the second to use individuals' status as the dependent variable. An
explanation of each option and the basis for the decision between them follows.
Over (1998) examined the variation in HN prevalence, the percentage of the population
infected at a given moment in time, between countries. He used HN prevalence data
from the US Bureau of the Census as the dependent variable and a number of socio-
economic variables, including GNP per capita, as explanatory variables. Over then used
Linear Multiple Regression to test his various hypotheses. HN prevalence over different
stages of an epidemic is, however, a non-linear variable and it was necessary to transform
the HN prevalence rate. The HN prevalence rates were divided into urban high-risk
and low-risk groups. For each group, a ceiling was set at a rate higher than any observed
rate in that group. For the high-risk group, the ceiling was set at 90 per cent and for the
low-risk at 40 per cent, these values being just above any recorded values for each group.




Y is the infection rate
C is the ceiling
Rates of 0 were changed to 0.1 to prevent those observations being dropped from the
analysis.
The same approach could be used with the current data set. Clinic RIV prevalence could
be calculated and transformed, based on some appropriate ceiling. The clinic prevalence
could then be combined with the variables calculated for the magisterial district in which
it is located to form a single data set linked by the common magisterial district variable.
Although such an approach would yield interesting results concerning the importance of
the group (community) variables, it would do nothing to support or undermine the theory
under examination. It has been argued that given the nature of the sample there will be
little, if any, variation in risk as a result of differences in absolute income. What can be
examined is the role of relative income, but relative income is an individual variable
measuring position within a group. RIV prevalence, however, is a group measure
effectively providing a proxy for average group risk, while providing no information on
the distribution of the risk within the group.
The second approach of using individual data does, however, allow some of the
hypotheses to he. tested. This approach allows for the inclusion of both individual and
reference group data. This is achieved by using the individual's RIV status as the
dependent variable and the individual's age and education as explanatory variables, plus
the variables calculated from the census.
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An individual is either HIV positive or not; the choice of such a dichotomous dependent
variable necessitated the use of models that could deal with such a variable. Three
common approaches are available, the linear probability model, the probit and the logit.
Consider a model of individual HIV infection where HIV= 1 if the individual is infected
and 0 if they are not. The probability that they are infected is determined by some vector
of variables x so that:
Prob(HIV=l) = F(Wx)
Prob(HIV=O) = 1~ F(~ 'x)
The challenge is to identify a suitable model for the right hand side of the equation
(Greene, 1997). One option is the linear probability model:
F(x,~) = ~'x
As E[HIV Ix ] = F(x, ~)
HIV = E[ HIV Ix ] + ( HIV - E[ HIV Ix ])
= ~'x + E (adapted from Greene, 1997)
The linear probability model, however, suffers a number of shortcomings. Some of these
can be dealt with relatively easily, while others are more fundamental. The most
problematic shortcoming is the possibility of a predicted value outside of the 0 to 1 range.
The situation is represented graphically in figure 3.1 below:
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Source: adapted from (Kennedy, 1999).
At high values of x the estimating line predicts probabilities in excess of 1 and at low
values of x it predicts negative probabilities. What is necessary is to estimate a function
that will always predict values within the 0-1 interval, such as the dotted line in the figure
above. For any regressor vector the functional form should be such that:
lim Prob(HIV =1) =1
f3'x~-
And
lim Prob(HIV =1) =0
fJ'x~~
(Adapted from Greene, 1997)
Any proper continuous probability distribution which is defmed over the real surface will
meet these requirements (Greene, 1997). Two distributions are commonly used: the
cumulative normal function (the probit model) and logistic distribution (the logit model).








Prob(HIV =1) = e p'x
l+e
=A(/3'x).
There is little theoretical guidance to inform the selection of one model over the other.
The two distributions are very similar except in the tails (Greene, 1997). For central
values of ~ 'x there is, therefore, little difference in the results of the two. The logit model
generally predicts higher probabilities to y = 0 (HIV = 0) when ~ 'x is small and smaller
probabilities when it is high, when compared to the probit estimations (Greene, 1997).
For the purposes of this analysis the logit model was used. The selection was made
because the logit model is slightly easier to interpret and, with no theoretical reason to
guide the decision, ease of use was used as the deciding factor.
3.4.2.1 The education variable
Logit regressions are ideal for use in this context with individual RN status as the
dependent variable. The explanatory variables used can be drawn from the census, linked
to the clinic that the individual attends and the relevant individual data. In this case the
individual data comprise the women's age and education. The use of these variables will
be discussed in detail in the results section. The use of the education variable, however,
requires discussion more immediately.
In this analysis, education is used as a proxy for individual income. To test hypotheses
concerning relative income it is necessary to define the individual's reference group, or at
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least to place their income relative to others in their reference group. As noted
previously, it can be argued that the entire sample represents one reference group; a case
could also be made for assuming that the reference group is much smaller. In the fIrst
case, education could be directly included in the regression. If, however, the reference
group was assumed to be best represented by the women at the same clinic, the education
data would have to be transformed as follows:
TE=E/CEA
Where
TE is the transformed education value
E is the years of education
CEA is the clinic education average
The transformed variable measures education in relation to other women attending the
same clinic. For values below 1 the woman is considered relatively deprived and for
values above 1 relatively wealthy. The two options represent the two estimable extremes
of possible assumptions of reference group size: the entire sample and the clinic alone.
Both were used and the results compared. It is possible that clinic attendees at the same
clinic are from different reference groups, data on which to base any division within
clinics were, however not available.
3.4.3 Summary of antenatal clinic data analysis
Logit regressions were conducted using individual RN status as the dependent variable.
The explanatory variables were drawn from two sources, additional information on
individuals attending the clinics and the 1996 census. The individual information
consisted of the women's age and years of completed education. These individual data
were linked to data drawn from the census. The link involved a number of steps. Firstly,
the census data were limited to black adults between 15 and 49 years of age. This was
done to better represent a woman's reference group. Secondly, the averages of a number
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of variables were calculated at the magisterial district level. Thirdly, the magisterial
averages were linked to individual records by linking the individual to the clinic that they
attended and the clinic to the data for the magisterial district in which it was located. The
regressions were estimated twice, once measuring individual education against the entire
sample and once with it against the average of women attending the same clinic. This
was done to deal with the two possible extreme assumptions that could be made about the
appropriate size of the reference group.
Based on the above, the following hypothesis was tested:
R2: Individuals (women) in the same reference group with higher relative
income have greater risk of being infected than individuals with relatively
low income.
The above analysis, although useful, fails to address a number of issues. Most notable
the data and model do not examine the role of absolute income. For this reason a second
data set was identified and analysed.
3.5 Company X data
3.5.1 Data
The limitations in the analysis of the antenatal clinic data stem from the narrow socio-
economic band from which the individuals were drawn. They all have similar access to
health services. and therefore have little variation in terms of protection offered by_
absolute income. To measure the impact of absolute income on individuals' risk of RIV
infection it is necessary to have comparable data on RN prevalence across a wide
income range. Ideally, such a data set would contain data on individuals from all income
categories. No such ideal data set could be found for South Africa. What were available,
however, were the results of a large company's internal RN surveillance exercise.
Although this does not contain a full range of income, as all those tested were employed,
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it did give the opportunity to investigate the role of absolute income, as the company
employed low paid unskilled labour through to highly paid executives. The data set also
contained observations from across the country and across different ethnic groups.
The study and data from company X are described in detail in Colvin et al (2000), the
following is a summary based on the Colvinartic1e. The study was conducted to provide
the company with an estimate of RN prevalence and what the associated risk factors
were. This was to inform an assessment of the economic impact on the company of the
illness and death that follow RN and to serve as a baseline to evaluate future
interventions designed to prevent RN transmission.
In 1999, the time of the study, the company concerned, employed in the region of 35 000
employees, spread across 175 sites, with some in every province. With the use of a
probability proportional to size sampling methodology, 31 sites were selected from those
sites housing more than 100 staff. In the smaller sites (less than 200 employees) every
member of staff was sampled. In the larger sites, however, departments were randomly
selected and the entire staff of each selected department was sampled to obtain samples in
the region of 250. Although individual random sampling may have been better, it would
have been logistically difficult and, by selecting entire departments, participation rates
could still be calculated. Participation rates7 are important in determining the
representatively of the sample. It is easier to measure the rate at which available
candidates refuse at a department level than at a site level.
Participation in the study was voluntary and verbal consent was obtained. The use of
verbal, as opposed to written, consent was at the request of the trade unions. Each
willing participant was asked to fill in a questionnaire and provide a sample of blood or
saliva for RN testing. The questions asked provide information on: the age of the
employee, their sex, the geographic location of their workplace, their ethnic group, their
job category, the type of accommodation they live in, their time away from home -
7 PartiCipation rates at antenatal clinics are typically very, high as blood is taken routinely, and not a cause
for concern in that context.
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measured as the time lapse between visits - STI symptoms, sexual behaviour and their
exposure to various components of the company's prevention programme.
This collection of information and RN status was part of a larger study, which aimed to
estimate the economic costs of RN infections to the company. At this stage, data on
employee earnings were not collected. At the economic evaluation stage, however,
income data were collected. But, unfortunately, these data were not linked to individual
RN status.
To examine the role of absolute income, some income variable or at least a proxy of
income is obviously essential. To address the problem of the absence of any such
variable in the individual data a link was made to the economic costing component of the
study. From the costing study the average incomes by ethnic group, job band, age and
sex were obtained. These averages were assigned to individual observations based on the
appropriate average for each individual's ethnic group, age, job band and gender.
Once an income variable had been generated, one further modification to the data set was
necessary. In the previous chapter the possible differences between male and female
infection rates at the same level of income were discussed. For this reason, and because
the sample was overwhelmingly male, it was decided to use only data from male
participants. An alternative would have been to use a dummy variable to distinguish
between male and female individuals; this, however, would have been difficult because
the sample of female employees was very small.
Before an analysis could be conducted one issue had.to be addressed. The theory argued
that changes in absolute income should be thought of as changes in the average income of
an individual's reference group. This was because of the group influence on behaviour
and access to health services and information. The data set being used comprises
individual records and the income is the income of the individual. It is assumed,
however, that individuals in the sample are drawn from a number of different reference
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groups8 and that the higher the income of the individual the higher the likely average
income of their reference group.
The sample was drawn from across the country, across ethnic groups and many different
income levels. Clearly, therefore, the individuals within the sample are not from the
same reference group. If, as has been assumed throughout the paper, individuals mix
sexually with partners of similar socio-economic status, then as an individual's income
increases, the expected value of his reference group's average income also increases. A
sample of individuals from different reference groups and with different incomes is
therefore likely to display the relationship between income and RN infection attributed
to changes in absolute income. The situation is similar to that described in the theory
section, and graphically depicted in figure 2.9, when discussing the likely relationship
between income and RIV prevalence in a cross section of the population.
The variables included in the [mal model consisted of RN status as the dependent
variable and age, ethnic group, provincial site location, STD symptom and housing
dummies as well as income as explanatory variables. The data are described in the
following table.
Table 3.2 Company data descriptive statistics
Variable Mean Std. Dev Min Max Obs.
RN status 0.09 0.28 0 1 4098
Aged-under 25 0.06 0.24 0 I 409S
Age 25-29 0.10 0.30 0 1 4098
Age 30-34 0.12 0.33 0 1 4098
8 Unlike the situation with the antenatal clinic data were the women were accessing similar health services
and assuming that the protective influence of absolute income was, therefore, similar as defensible, the
individuals here may be from many groups and while individuals may have similar income they may be
from different groups with very different average absolute income and resultant protection. For this reason
it was not possible to investigate relative income affects with these data.
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Age 35-39 0.20 0.40 0 1 4098
Age 40-44 0.19 0.39 0 1 4098
Age 45- 0.33 0.47 0 1 4098
Mpumalanga 0.37 0.48 0 1 4098
Eastern Cape 0.05 0.22 0 1 4098
Free State 0.08 0.28 0 1 4098
KwaZulu-Natal 0.08 0.28 0 1 4098
Northern Cape 0.03 0.17 0 1 4098
North West 0.04 0.20 0 1 4098
Northern Province 0.13 0.34 0 1 4098
Western cape 0.09 0.28 0 1 4098
Gauteng 0.13 0.33 0 1 4098
Asian 0.03 0.17 0 1 4098
Coloured 0.08 0.26 0 I 4098
White 0.31 0.46 0 1 4098
African 0.58 0.49 0 1 4098
STI 0.06 0.23 0 1 4098
Single Sex hostel 0.13 0.33 0 1 4098
Construction Camp 0.13 0.34 0 1 4098
Own home 0.55 0.50 0 1 4098
Other 0.17 0.37 0 1 4098
accommodation 1
Other 0.02 0.16 0 1 4098
accommodation 2
,
Income 68439.45 28705.80 36492 275244 4098
3.5.2 Analysis
The analysis concentrated on identifYing the role of absolute income changes. A similar
regression to that conducted on the antenatal clinic data was undertaken. Individual HIV
status was used as the dependent variable (infected or not). Again, as with the antenatal
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clinic data, such a binary dependent variable necessitated the use of an appropriate
regression model. For the same reasons as before, the logit model was selected.
The explanatory variables comprised a number of variables obtained from the
questionnaires, including the individual's age and ethnic group, location of site where the
individual works, the type of accommodation in which they live, and whether they had
had symptoms of an STI. The dependent variables also included an estimate of the
individual's income as described above.
3.5.3 Summary of Company X data analysis
The antenatal clinic data provided an opportunity to examine the influence of relative
income on the risk of infection. Due to the socio-economic characteristics of the
individuals contained in the sample, it was not possible to use the data to study absolute
income. An example of the narrow band is that all the women in the sample had access to
similar health services, in this case state antenatal care. The data from company X
comprised individuals from across the country and from different reference groups, with
large variation in socio-economic status. Although individual RN status was linked to
other useful individual data, the original data set did not have information on individual
mcome.
The lack of income data was dealt with by linking individual records to income figures
based on the average for their sex, age, job band and ethnic group. Assuming that
individuals were not all from the same reference group and that the higher their
individual incQme __ thehigher . theexpected value of their reference groups average.
income, allowed for the analysis to focus on absolute income variation. Some individuals
in the sample may well be from the same reference group and those with higher income
would therefore be expected to be at greater risk i.e. the relative income effect. Over the
range of income, however, a number of reference groups will be passed through and the
average risk at continually higher levels of income would be expected to fall, i.e. the
absolute income effect.
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Regression analysis was conducted using logit regressions. The dependent variable was
the individual's HN status and the explanatory comprised data from the questionnaire
and the linked income data.
Based on the above, the following hypothesis was tested:
HI: The higher the average income of an individual's (in this case males)
reference group the lower is the probability that the individual will be HIV
positive.
It was also possible to examine some of the underlying pathways linking absolute income
variations to different risks of infection. These data also allowed for the partial testing of
the following hypothesis:
H4: In a population cross-section, HN prevalence (in this case among men) is
a cubic function of income.
The sample comprises a partial cross section of the population. The lower levels of
income are not included in the sample as all the individuals are employed. It is at these
low levels of income that it would be expected that increases in income lead to increased
risk. If this part of the population 'is excluded, H4 can be rewritten as follows:
H4b: In a truncated population cross-section, where low level income earners
are excluded, HN .prevalence is a .quadratic function of income.
While these data are insufficient to investigate H4 they can be use to test H4b which is a
derivative of the original hypothesis, This hypothesis can be further investigated with
data from other company surveys.
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3.6 Additional company data
The data from company X were the only available data with enough detail to test HI.
Other companies have, however, done similar studies. Although the entire data sets were
not available, many aggregate results have been released. These data sets do not allow
for analysis that controls for other risk factors, but they are worth a brief examination, if
only to see if prevalence falls with income. This is different from the above, because it is
effectively a univariant analysis with no controls included. For example, HN
prevalence may fall as income rises, not because of income but because those who have
the higher income might be older and be less sexually active. The available data from
these other company studies is, however, presented, in the next chapter, and discussed in
relation to the theory under examination for interest, despite the limitations.
3.7 Summary
This chapter has outlined the methods and the data that will be used to test the theory
outlined in the previous chapter. The empirical analysis in the next chapter is divided
into four sections: a review of two examples of existing studies, an analysis of antenatal
clinic data, detailed study of data from a company survey and a brief review of other
company data.
In the literature review, a number of studies that have examined the role of income and
other variables in determining individuals' risk of infection with HN and groups' HN
prevalence were discussed. These studies provide valuable data and the hypotheses
outlined in the previous chapter are compared to .the r.esultsof two examples of these
studies. Many of these studies appear to contradict each other regarding the role of
mcome. It is hoped that the examination of the results based on the new theory will help
explain these apparent contradictions. Collectively, the two examples of the literature
discussed in the next chapter are indicative of this contradiction.
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The antenatal clinic data provide an opportunity to examine the influence of relative
income on individuals' risk of HIV infection. The data set consists of individual HIV
status and some demographic information, individual education and census data for the
sexually active black population of the magisterial district in which clinics are located.
This chapter has outlined the regressions that were undertaken with these data. Logit
regressions were estimated with the HIV status of the individual as the dependent
variable and the demographic, education and census data as the explanatory variables.
These regressions were undertaken twice; once assuming that the individual's reference
group was best represented by the immediate community and another assuming that
geographically the reference group covers the entire area from which the sample was
drawn. The analysis allows for the testing of the hypothesis concerned with the relative
income of women.
The antenatal clinic data is, however, unable to address Issues relating to absolute
income. For this reason data from company X were used. This chapter described the
data and the method used to analyse them. The data consisted of individual HIV status
from a sample of employees from company X, which operates across the country. It also
included demographic information, location of the employees' workplace, whether an
employee had had symptoms of an STI, their type of accommodation, their time away
from home and their position within the company. The data did not include individual
income. This was resolved by assigning an income level to each individual equal to the
average income for employees with the same gender, age, job band and ethnic group.
Hypotheses relating to changes in absolute income were then tested based on the results
of logit regressions using HIV status as the dependent variable and the other variables as
explanatory variables. It was assumed.that -individuals were drawn from a number of
different reference groups and that the higher their income the higher the expected value
of their reference group's absolute income. Based on this assumption, changes in income
in the data can be treated as changes in absolute income.
The company X data were the most detailed data set available from a company study.
Similar studies have, however, been conducted in a number of other companies.
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Although the detailed data sets were not available, analysis and discussion based on what





This chapter presents results in four sections, each section examining an aspect of the
theory developed in the chapter 2. The methods applied in the generation of these results
were discussed in the previous chapter.
Firstly, the hypotheses developed in chapter 2 are examined in relation to the results of
two existing studies. One of the primary objectives of this thesis is to explain the
apparent contradiction in the empirical work already done in this area and to develop a
more in-depth understanding of the role of income in the spread of HIV. It is useful,
therefore, to re-examine the two examples from the empirical studies referred to in the
literature review to ascertain if the theory developed is able to explain the identified
contradiction by building on existing explanations.
Secondly, the chapter tests the hypothesis relating to relative income with the use of a
data set comprising the results of antenatal clinic HIV testing, individual demographic
data, and aggregate socio-economic variables obtained from the 1996 census.
Thirdly, the results of the regreSSIOn analysis conducted usmg company data are
presented. These results are designed to test the hypothesis relating to the role of
absolute income in determining the risk ofHIV infection.
Finally, data from other companies are compared and the results discussed in relation to
the theory and hypotheses in question. Detailed analysis of these data sets could not be
undertaken because no disaggregated results were available at the time of writing.
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The results of the four analyses are drawn together in the [mal section. They are
discussed and compared, and conclusions and limitations identified.
4.2 Re-examination of existing studies
This section re-examines the results of two of studies mentioned in the literature review.
The results of these studies are compared to the hypotheses generated in chapter 2. It is
argued in this section that the theory presented in this thesis more fully explains the
results of, and apparent contradictions between, the various studies with regard to socio-
economic status and RN infection, by building on existing work.
It is not possible here to re-examine all the studies on the links between socio-economic
status and RN. Two studies were therefore selected as examples: the Ainsworth and
Semali (1998) study of individual infections in Kagera, Tanzania and Over's (1998) cross
country investigation. The reasons for the selection of these two as examples are
described in the previous chapter, essentially they where selected as they provide a prime
example of the apparent contradiction between group and individual studies relating RN
infections to income. The results of these studies are compared to the hypotheses posed in
chapter 2 and the explanatory power of the theory is compared to work already done in
the area that attempts to explain the apparent contradiction between individual and
country level studies.
4.2.1 Individual risk of infection
The literature review mentioned that a number of studies have examined the link between
individual characteristics and risk of infection. This re-examination concentrates on one
of these studies, the Ainsworth and Semali (1998) paper. The study utilised data collected
from households in the Kagera region, Tanzania, between 1991 and 1994. It compared
the influence of age, education, sex, wealth and occupation on the probability of dying
from AIDS or dying from another cause. The region at the time was home to over a
million people; more than 80 percent of the population were living in rural areas, with the
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majority income generated from agricultural production. From the information provided
there is little suggestion that, it would not be safe to assume that, with the possible
exception of a small elite, the protective influence of absolute income varied very little
across the sample. There was no mention of variations in access to health care and by far
the majority of the sample appears to be drawn from rural farming households. If it was
the case that absolute income did not vary enough to account for different levels of risk it
would be more likely that the influence of relative income would be observed, as it is
reasonable to assume that most individuals are part of the same reference group, or
different references groups with a very similar levels of absolute income.
Of primary interest from this study is the predicted probability, by education level, of
dying of AIDS. Wealth and the probability of dying are not particularly relevant, as
illness and deaths resulting from AIDS represent a major negative economic impact
complicating the interpretation. Household wealth at the time of death is likely to be very
different, in absolute and relative terms, than it was at the time of infection as households
suffer numerous economic impacts during the illness and on the death of a household
member.
Within the sample the relationship between education and the probability of dying
observed in the study was as follows:
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Figure 4.1 displays the relationship between the probability of dying from AIDS or from
other causes for men, by level of schooling. For other causes, the probability of dying
generally decreases as education increases. This is the normal expected relationship
between mortality and education. The distribution of AIDS deaths and the resultant
probabilities of dying are somewhat different. The probability rises up until 7 years of
schooling and then falls for the group 8-18 years. This is consistent with expectations
based on the theory developed in this thesis. The initial rise is in line with the argument
that increases in relative income (proxied here by education) exacerbate risk of infection.
The final decline in the probability of dying is also in line with expectations. Although it
may be reasonable to assume that the sample reflects mainly one reference group or many
reference groups with similar absolute income, it is not reasonable to assume that
everyone in the sample is in a reference group with such an average absolute income. At
the upper end of the education scale, the avera~e income of individuals and resultant
access to health services and information might be sufficiently different from those with
lower income as to offer them increased protection as a result of their higher absolute
income. The risk of these individuals would be expected to be lower because of the
protective influence of absolute income. This would reduce the average risk of the
individuals, in this case the males, in the sample.
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Figure 4.2 displays the same relationships for women. Again, for other causes of death,
there is a downward trend in the probability of dying as education increases. For the
probability of dying from AIDS, the relationship is somewhat different from both the
other causes of death and the male probability distribution. The theory developed in
chapter 2 of this thesis suggests that female risk of infection is related to male risk. If this
were the case then women's risk of dying would increase with education and then
decrease, as was observed in the male sample. This was the case for women in the
sample, with the exception of women with no education who had a higher probability of
dying than women with a little education. Although not entirely consistent with
predictions, the result is not necessarily in contradiction to the theory presented in this
thesis. It may be the case that the power held by men over very poor women, such as
women with no education, places them at more risk than the increased sexual partnering
of the men partnered with women with slightly higher income. This would suggest that
this relationship would be observed in reference groups where some women are very
vulnerable, while in reference groups with higher absolute income there would be a
simple upward trend in risk. Furthermore, poor women may die more quickly because of
their lack of access to care and low nutritional status. In the early stages of the epidemic,
when deaths were still relatively rare, this may have biased the result. Overall, there is
still an upward trend in risk as education of women increases, which is what the theory
I
predicts.
Broadly speaking, the results of the Ainsworth and Semali (1998) study fit with the
predictions based on the theory of the dual role of income in the spread of HIV. The
positive relationships observed between education and the probability of dying of AIDS
is arguably the relationship between increases in relative income and risk of RIV
infection. It may also be the case that the relationship observed is a result of the age of
the data. The study was based on mortality data and the infections would have occurred
some years previously. Since the data were collected in the early 1990s, the majority of
the infections would have occurred in the mid-1980s. Knowledge of protective
behaviours was at the time scarce and this relationship may no longer exist, as knowledge
has become more widespread. This is the argument of the World Bank (1997). This is
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also why further research is required. The argument put forward that, as knowledge of
protective behaviour options became more available the pattern of infections will change,
is very plausible. The question, however, remains as to what the relationship will change
to. The more educated will have reduced risk as a result of better access to information,
but does this mean that the poorest, with the least access to information, are now the most
likely to be infected?
4.2.2 Country studies
Studies examining differences in infection rates between countries are more likely to
measure the role of absolute income in the spread of HIV, as opposed to individual level
studies, which are likely to pick up the influence of relative income. This is not to be
interpreted to mean that an entire country can be considered as a single reference group,
but rather that, other things being equal (especially income distribution), the higher the
average income of a country, the fewer the number of people living in poverty: the fewer
people in poverty, the greater the protection against infection resulting from absolute
income. In other words, in a country comprising many reference groups, other things
being equal, the higher the average income of the country the fewer of the countries
reference groups living in poverty. The fewer of the countries reference groups in
poverty the lower the average risk of all reference groups and therefore the lower the
prevalence of the country. This lower prevalence is the result of the protection against
infection associated with a move out of poverty - the absolute income affect.
The Over (1998) study, which was outlined in the literature reVIew, examined the
influence of arange of variables on the infection rates measured in a number of countries.
One of the variables examined9 was the GNP per capita. This variable yielded a negative
and significant coefficient across all the regressions reported on in the paper. This result
fits with the theory under examination, supporting the hypothesis that absolute income
offers protection against HIV infections.
9 The method of examination is discussed in chapter 1 and is not repeated here
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4.2.3 Summary
The two studies discussed in this section at first glance appear to contradict one another.
The individual study identifies a positive link between RIV and socio-economic status,
while the second country study finds a negative relationship. Previous efforts to explain
such findings have argued that the contradiction is related to the age of the data (World
Bank, 1997). While it is plausible to say that the role played by income in the spread of
RIV changes with time, this is a partial, not an adequate, explanation for the apparent
contradiction, as it does not explain what it might change to. Although the World Bank
presents data on how the pattern has been changing, it never endeavours to answer the
question as to how far the change goes. Now that the epidemic has matured in Africa and
information is available on protective measures, will it never be the case that individual
studies identify a positive, and group studies a negative, relationship between income and
RIV infection? In an effort to answer this and other questions relating to what role
income plays in a mature epidemic, this thesis has attempted to build on the earlier
explanations, by distinguishing between absolute and relative income. The approach
taken makes it simpler to distinguish between the different influences of income on risk
of infection and to examine these at different stages in the epidemic. The theory
developed here is, therefore, not an attempt to contradict earlier work, but rather to
develop a more in-depth understanding of the issues at hand. The theory provides a
framework within which the apparent contradiction can be understood and explained.
4.3 Antenatal clinic data
The antenatal clinic data allowed for the linking of individual RIV status with a number
of individual characteristics and census data. The following discussion focuses on the
variables included in the final two models. A list of the other variables examined is
included as an appendix. Two models were estimated, one assuming that the entire
sample was the most appropriate reference group proxy. The second assumed the local
community to be the appropriate reference group and identified women's relative
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position in that group by comparing their education to that of other attendees at the same
clinic. Table 4.1a presents the results of the fust model and Table 4.1b the results of the
second:














Years of Education 0.157*
(0.000)
Years of Education "2 -0.009*
(0.002)
Female status -0.001 *
(0.011)
Male short distance work related mobility 1.69*
(0.005)




Log likelihood of fitted model -2782.32
(P>chi 2 0.000)
*Slgruficant at 5 per cent level
**Significant at 10 per cent level
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Age 20-24 0.183 **
(0.065)






Years of Education 1.314*
(0.000)
Years of Education "2 -0.607*
(0.000)
Female status -0.001 *
(0.008)
Male short distance work related mobility 1.701 *
(0.005)




Log likelihood of fitted model -2781.9
(P>chi2 0.0000)
*Significant at 5 per cent level
*.*Significant at 10 per cent level
A cursory comparison of the two models reveals that the different assumptions make
little difference to the results. Ninety five percent confidence intervals for each variable,
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for both models, were calculated and the estimated values for corresponding variables
from each model, are all within the 95 per cent confidence interval of the same variable.
No coefficients have different signs when the models are compared. The focus of this
analysis is on the signs of estimated coefficients; as they do not differ between the
models the discussions would also not differ if they were based on the results of one or
the other model. The difference between the results of the two models will, therefore,
only be discussed in relation to the education variables. The remaining variables will be
discussed with reference to the first model. The discussion on the education variables
will be left until last.
4.3.1 The age variables
The distribution of RN between the age groups was addressed through the inclusion of
five dummy variables. The women attending the clinics were grouped into six age
groups. These groups were defined as five-year age bands beginning with 15-19 year-
olds. For the purpose of the regression, the age group 30-35 years old was omitted and
used as the base case. At the 5 per cent level, all the variables were significant with the
exception of the 20-24 year old age group, which was significant at the 10 per cent level
(p=0.078).
While necessary to control for the effects, the issue of age and risk of infection has not
been a focus of this work, as it introduces additional complexities. Indeed, some of the
effects of income may be captured as older women may have more experience and
therefore higher earning potential. Disentangling such effects would not have been
__po.ssible with the current data. It is even more difficult to interpret the age coefficients
here in relation to the theory, as there are a number of biases in antenatal clinic data as
representative of all women. At young ages, antenatal clinic data overestimate
prevalence. Young women attending clinics are, on average, more sexually active than
other women of the same age who are not attending. Since many women are still not
sexually active at all at young ages, those who are pregnant are clearly more active. This
bias largely disappears for older age groups as a larger portion of women become
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sexually active. RIV, however, reduces fertility. Among the older age groups, therefore,
other things being equal, RN prevalence among women attending antenatal clinics
underestimates the prevalence of women not attending. Although difficult to interpret,
the results do exhibit the same pattern as that observed in antenatal clinic data on RN
throughout Africa. HIV prevalence increases between 15 and 29 years of age and then
decreases (Stover, 1999).
4.3.2 Female status variable
The female status variable was calculated as the average income of women in the
magisterial district in which the clinic was located, multiplied by the ratio of average
female income to average male income. It is the combination of female poverty and
inequality between the sexes that is argued to substantially increase risk. In chapter 2 it
was argued that, other things being equal, the relative income effect would be strongest at
low levels of female income, when women are vulnerable; the greater the inequality in
income the greater the ability of men to exploit that vulnerability. The combination of
female poverty and sex-based inequality has been argued, in chapter two, to increase the
risk of the entire group; firstly, by increasing the risk of vulnerable women, secondly, by
increasing the risk of the relatively wealthy men who have power over them and finally
of the other partners of both the vulnerable women and the relatively wealthy men. This
variable captures both the absolute level of women's status and their status relative to
men in the magisterial district. The variable is lowest when women have low average
income and the differential in income between men and women is large. The variable is
highest when the average income of women is high and there is little difference between
.male.and female income. According to the theory, the lower the average economic status ..,..
of women in the community and the greater the sex-based inequality, the greater the risk
of infection for everyone. The expected sign was, therefore, negative. That is to say an
increase in women's average income, or in the ratio of female to male income, or a
combination of the two, decreases the risk of infection for the entire group.
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The result observed was, as expected, negative and significant at the 5 per cent level with
a p value of 0.011. For a 25-30 year old woman, all other variables at their mean, a shift
from the lowest female status observed to the highest decreased risk by 0.1 from 0.39-
0.29.
4.3.3 Male short distance work-related mobility
A number of measures of mobility were examined during the analysis, including
variables indicating the level of long distance work-related movement. Long or short
distance work-related mobility was distinguished as follows: short distance mobility
refers to work-related mobility within the province, and long distance between provinces
or countries. Variables that captured both male and female mobility were also examined.
Male short distance mobility was finally settled on because of the strength of the
relationship with risk of infection. The other variables examined, which are described in
appendix A, were not significant, either as the only group variable or as part of the fmal
model. The variables examined were constructed from the census data based on the
magisterial district of households with employed members and the magisterial district of
those employed household members' place of work. Household members whose
workplace was located in a magisterial district outside of the province in which the
household that claimed them as members is located, were considered as part of the long
distance mobile population. Members whose workplace was in the same province but a
different magisterial district from their household were considered as part of the short
distance mobile population of that area. The variables were calculated as the size of the
mobile population as a percentage of the appropriate magisterial population, either all
working age adultsor.working age adults of the same age, and sex.
At the onset of an HN epidemic, long distance mobility plays an obvious role in the
introduction of HN into communities. As the epidemic progresses, the role of long
distance mobile populations is likely to become less important. Those travelling long
distances for work typically can be expected to return home infrequently, when compared
to those travelling shorter distances. If the number of times an individual returns home is
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a function of the cost of returning home, which in turn is a function of the distance, the
further away a person travels for work, other things being equal, the less frequently they
return home. At an advanced stage of an RN epidemic, both short distance and long
distance mobile populations face the possibility of coming into contact with RN infected
sexual partners while away from home. The short distance populations, however, are
returning home more frequently (due to the nature of the variable's construction it
includes some individuals who return home daily) and are more likely to infect people in
their own community. The data under examination are from two high prevalence
provinces and, while measures of long distance mobility of male or female populations
were not significant, measures of short distance mobility were.
The short distance male, work related, mobile population variable was significant at the 5
per cent level, with a p value of 0.005. The variable was, as expected, positively related
to risk of infection for women in the community. For a 25-30 year old woman, with all
other variables held at their mean, an increase in male short distance migration from its
minimum value to its maximum increased risk by 0.09 from 0.35-0.44.
Due to the nature of the variable's construction, some of the influence measured may be
related to urbanisation. The variable was constructed from the Census as the proportion
of male household members, working outside the magisterial district in which the
household was located but within the same province. A number of cities in the two
provinces contain more than one magisterial district and many men may travel back and
forth each day; therefore, in urban areas this variable yields a high value. The principle
is, however, the same. Urbanisation and mobility increase the size of sexual networks
thus increasing risk, which is what the variable was intended to identify. Interestingly,
urbanisation measures, measured as the proportion of households in the magisterial
districts which were defined as being in an urban area, on their own were not significant,
even when the short distance migration variable was omitted from the model.
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4.3.4 Monthly household expenditure
This variable is important, but difficult to interpret in relation to the theory developed in
this thesis. It is the average monthly household expenditure of all households in the area,
not the subset of individuals defined in the previous chapter and used in the calculation of
other census variable averages, that is used in this analysis.
This variable was not intended as a proxy Jor absolute income because, as discussed in
the previous chapter, there are unlikely to be large variations in absolute income within
the sample. All the women tested were attending state antenatal clinics; such a similar
level of health care suggests that absolute income levels are fairly similar. Not only is the
level of absolute income of the women likely to be fairly similar, it will also be lower
than the average absolute income of all women in the same magisterial district. This will
be the case because sampling from only state clinics means that wealthier women who
would attend private facilities are excluded. Furthermore, the average status of women in
the community has already been controlled for. This variable, therefore, is intended to
capture the influence of regional economic characteristics on the poor (women attending
state clinics) living in that region. Areas with high household expenditures are likely to
be wealthier areas, attracting more labour migrants, traders and shoppers. It was
mentioned previously that the level of outward mobility is an important detenninant of
risk. This variable, however, seeks to capture the influence of inward mobility on risk.
The variable was, therefore, expected to yield a positive sign as wealthier areas are likely
to have higher levels of inward mobility and as a result higher levels of risk. The results
expected here must be clearly distinguished from those associated with absolute income.
The expenditure variable is used in this context to measure the influence of different
regional characteristics on groups with similar absolute income. That is to examine the
difference in risk for poor women living in poor areas, compared to poor women living in
wealthy areas.
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The coefficient was positive and significant at the 5 per cent level with a p value of
0.004. This suggests that, as the overall expenditure of an area increases, the risk of its
poor (women attending state clinics) increases. For a 20-30 year old woman, all other
variables at their mean, a shift in monthly household expenditure from its minimum of
R800 to its maximum ofR5000 increased risk from 0.31-0.43.
4.3.5 Education
For the purposes of this analysis, the results of the education variables are the most
important. They are intended to proxy for relative income. Education was, therefore,
expected to have a positive influence on the risk of infection. It was, however, unclear
whether the measure should be relative to the entire sample or to other women attending
the same clinic. Models were estimated under both assumptions and the results appeared
to be insensitive to the choice of model. In both cases, the direct measure yielded a
positive coefficient and the squared term a negative. Both education variables in both
models were significant. Given that the assumption made little difference to the results
and the other variables have been discussed in relation to the first model, the education
results will also be interpreted in the same way.
The results were as expected. As years of education increased so did risk. This increase,
however, occurred at a decreasing rate. Although it has been repeatedly stated that there
is not sufficient variation in income to look for protective influences of absolute income,
there are two reasons why it was expected that the education squared variable should
have led to a negative coefficient. Firstly, assuming diminishing marginal utility to
". additional partners for men, the relationship between risk and income for. men would be
expected to be non-linear. As the relationship between women's income and their risk is
predicted, by the theory developed in chapter two, to follow a similar pattern to that of
their male partners, the relationship here is also expected to be non-linear. Secondly, the
small number of better educated women attending state antenatal clinics may be at the
bottom end of a higher reference group. Although they have not gained access to better
health care, they may have benefited from the higher level of education. Interestingly, the
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point at which risk starts to decrease is similar to the point where Case and Yogo (1999)
identified increasing rates of return to education.
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Completed years of education
The probability of being infected increases from 0 years of completed schooling until 8
years where is plateaus. After 8 years of schooling the probability begins to decline. The
sample size for 12 and 13 years was, however, very small.
. '. A movement across .the entire range changes risk from 0.23 at 0 years of completed
schooling to 0.35 at 13 years. This, however, masks the non-linear relationship and the
peak in risk at 8 years of completed schooling.
10 For a 25-30 year old women, all other non-age variables held at the mean
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The most important result is that the risk of RN infection increases, to a maximum point,
as educational level increases. As far as education is a correlate of income, this result can
be interpreted as evidence that, in an advanced epidemic, there are still times when
increases in income {ncrease risk. This is clearly in line with the theory developed in this
thesis which argues that, within reference groups, increases in relative income increase an
individual's probability of infection.
4.3.6 The model
Overall, the regression results were significant at the 5 per cent level with a p value of
0.0000. The log likelihood of -2782.3224 does not represent a very close fit. Due to the
nature of the data and the subject, substantial individual variation was expected and,
while it was hoped that the regression would be significant, a close fit was not expected.
It is impossible to fully specify a model of this nature. There will be many other factors
involved that have not been captured here. As a result there will obviously be omitted
variables and the associated bias. This has important implications; firstly, the coefficients
on some variables included in the model will be biased if they are correlated with a
variable excluded from the model. An example of this is the over estimation of the
explanatory power of education. This implication is, however, desirable. Education, in
this model, is included because it is a positive correlate of income. Indeed the results are
interpreted on the assumption that such a bias exists. Other coefficients may also be
biased. Where this is feared to have happened it has been discussed in the text: for
example, the inclusion of some of the effects of urbanisation in the coefficient of the male
mobility variables..
Unfortunately, however, the nature of the logit is such that even if the omitted variables
are not correlated with included variables, estimations are inconsistent. This IS
unavoidable given the impossibility of specifying a model of this nature completely.
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Given this inconsistency and the problems associated with addressing heterosecasticity in
the logit framework, both models were also estimated using ordinary least squares with
robust standard errors. In both the re-estimated models the variables included in the logit
model were significant at the 5 per cent level with the exception of the dummy for aged
20-24 years, and the coefficients yielded the same sign as they did when estimation was
made using the logit.
4.3.7 Summary
Two models were estimated, based on different assumptions about the appropriate proxy
for individuals' reference groups. Both models were significant and the results differed
only slightly. As there was little difference between them, the discussion of results
concentrated only on one model, the one that assumed the entire sample to be the
appropriate reference group.
The age group dummy variables are difficult to interpret in relation to the theory,
although they did exhibit the expected pattern. The results of the other variables are
summarised in the following table.
Table 4.2 The probability variation in risk of infection for a move from the
minimum to maximum value of each variable*
Variable Min value Max value
probability probability
Education 0.23 0.35
Female status 0.39 0.29
Male short distance migrants 0.35 0.44
Monthly Household Expenditure 0.31 0.43
*For a 25-30 year old women, all other non-age variables held at the mean
The table displays the change in risk, for a 25-30 year old woman, for a change in the
minimum to the maximum of each variable, while the other variables are held at their
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mean. The table, however, masks the non-linear relationship between education and risk,
which peaks at 8 years of completed schooling and then declines.
Collectively, the results imply that communities in which women generally have low
status, and male mobility is at a high level, risk of infection is at its greatest.
Interestingly, and in line with the theory, it is the relatively better off women within these
communities who appear to be at the greatest risk, so far as education is a correlate of
socio-economic status. The results further suggest that the lower the average status of
women and the higher the sex-based inequality in favour of men, the greater the risk of
the entire group. But the higher the status of an individual woman within that group, the
higher her risk, again in so far as education is related to status. This result is in line with
the predictions of the theory developed in chapter two. Lower female status increases the
power of men in the group; this power is further increased the higher the income
differential between men and women in favour of men. This in turn increases the risk of
poor women, and of relatively wealthier men and their partners. This increases the risk
of all women but, as discussed in the theory chapter, the increase in risk is greatest for the
partners of the wealthier men, who are themselves likely to be of higher socio-economic
status.
The above analysis provides strong evidence of the positive relationship between relative
income and individual risk of infection. It does little, however, to address questions of
absolute income. The following section seeks to deal with these issues in more detail.
4.4 Analysis of Company X data
This section discusses the results of the regression analysis conducted on data collected
from a large South African company, the data consist of observations drawn from across
the country and from all job bands within the company. The important variables are
those associated with income; these are based on the average income of individuals with
the same characteristics. The method used to generate the income variables is outlined in
the previous chapter and the appendix of this thesis. The income variables are designed to
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address issues relating to absolute income. Expectations based on the theory developed
in this thesis are that, across a large range of income, the risk of infection will decrease as
income increases, but at a decreasing rate. As an income and an income squared variable
were included in the estimation, it was expected that the simple income variable would
generate a coefficient with a negative sign and the squared term a positive sign. The
simple term measures the direction of the relationship and the squared term the rate at
which this relationship weakens. The following table summarises the results of the
regressiOn.
Table 4.3 The results of the logistic regression on company data
Dependent variable Coefficient
(P>z)

















































Log likelihood of fitted Log likelihood - -966.657
(P>chi 2 0.000)
*Significant at 5 per cent level
**Significant at 10 per cent level
The analysis included variables relating to employees' age, ethnic group, the location of
their work place, their accommodation, STI history, and income. Although not all are
directly relevant to the role of income, the results of each variable are discussed as they
have a role in detennining an individual's risk of infection.
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4.4.1 Age variables
As in the previous analysis, the age variables are difficult to interpret, though for different
reasons. These data are based on a male sample, so they do not have the bias associated
with fertility. Nor do the data suffer from bias introduced in antenatal clinic data for the
young by sampling only the sexually active. Indeed the pattern is as would have been
expected for a male distribution, although the differences here are largely insignificant.
Typically, the peak of male infection is later than that for females. Although not
significant, this pattern can be seen here if the data are compared to the results in the
previous section. It would be reasonable to expect that age, power and income are linked
and that the age distribution would be an important part of this examination. It would,
however, also be reasonable that the links between these variables would be different
between reference groups. As this sample draws from many reference groups,
interpretation of the results along such lines is not possible. What is interesting, however,
is that there is little significant difference between the age groups. The omitted age group
is the men aged 30-35 years. With the exception of the over 45 year olds, the dummies
for all other age groups were insignificantly different from the omitted case at the 5 per
cent level, although at the 6 per cent (p=0.54) the 40-45 year old age group was different.
This lack of significant differences may be linked to the inclusion of income in the
model. Much of the risk associated with older men is derived from their power in their
reference group, which is also likely to be linked to their income. In other words, much
of the. age distribution may-he associated with age as a determinant of income.pattems,
so once income is included in the model the differentials are weakened. Despite their
probably higher income, older men still display a significantly lower prevalence. This is
partly a result of a higher average age of their infection, that is, the length of time since
they were infected. By that age many of the members of such an age cohort would have
already died as a result of HIV progressing to AIDS.
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4.4.2 Provincial site location
The company at which these data were collected has operations across the country. This
set of dummy variables indicates the provincial location of the site where each individual
works. In South Africa there is substantial provincial variation in prevalence. There are
explanations as to why this is the case (see Dorrington and Johnson, 2001 for example).
Although a closely related topic, this is beyond the scope of this thesis. It is, however,
necessary to include provincial dummy variables because a major determinant of an
individual's risk of infection is the prevalence of the communities in which they live.
Mpumalanga was selected as the omitted case as more observations were drawn from
there than any other province. KwaZulu-Natal and the Western Cape were significantly
different from the base case - both with the expected sign, given the current antenatal
clinic rates in the provinces. The Northern Cape and the Northern Province coefficients
yielded the expected sign but were not significant. The North West did not display the
expected sign but was also not significantly different from zero.
4.4.3 Ethnic group
The issue of ethnic group and HIV is a sensitive one. Although related to the topic of this
work, it is not directly relevant to the discussion. It is, however, worth making a few
comments given thaUhevariables are included in the model. Black was used as the base
case, with Asian, Coloured and White included as dummy variables. The coefficients on
all three dummy variables were negative, but only the White and Coloured variables were
significant. The Asian variable was probably not significant because there were very few
observations.
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There are four primary reasons for ethnic group variations in prevalence in South Africa.
The first is income, where the differentials are vast and well known. Efforts have been
made here to control for the income component of the variations. The second and closely
related issue is that of education. On average, whites have received better education.
This offers them a great deal of protection, the same as that discussed in relation to
absolute income. Thirdly, as a result of the Apartheid system, black people were often
forced to live very far from their place of work. Migration, as has been mentioned in
earlier sections and chapters, increases risk of infection. Finally, HIV is concentrated in
Africa and was introduced into the general population of South Africa via migrants
entering the country and returning from work outside. As has been discussed, HN is
concentrated within the poorer segments of society. The communities into which
migrants from these high risk groups moved tended to be black. Similarly, the
communities which black South African migrants moved to were the high-risk
communities in those countries.
4.4.4 Accommodation
Data were collected on the type of accommodation employees lived in: their own house,
a rented house, a single sex hostel, a construction camp, or other. These variables are
highly correlated with income, in that the low income earners are more likely to live in
the single sex hostels and the construction camps. Single sex hostels and construction
sites are typically associated with high risk sexual behaviour (Campbell, 1997) and living
in them was expected to be associated with greater risk of infection. The results were as
expected: employees in single sex hostels were most at risk, followed by those in
construction camps, then rented households and .the. lowest risk being associated with
those living in their own house or some other accommodation. None of the results,
however, were significant at the 5 per cent level. This is most likely the result of the high
degree of correlation with income. Living in a construction camp or a single sex hostel
was correlated with income, with a correlation coefficient equal to 0.43.
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4.4.5 STIs
STIs have been discussed many times as a co-factor in the spread of RN. As expected,
symptoms of an STI were positively related to the probability of infection, and the result
was significant at the 5 per cent level. This probably over-estimates the risk associated
with STIs, as not only are people with STIs at greater risk of infection with RN, but
people who are RIV positive are also at greater risk of infection with an STI.
4.4.6 Income
The inclusion of STIs and accommodation variables complicate interpretation of the
results. They were included, however, because they allowed the investigation of different
aspects of the protective role of absolute income. This protective role discussed earlier is
partly attributable to better access to health care, which would imply lower STIs and
better housing. Part of the impact of absolute income is therefore captured in these
variables. Indeed income, STIs, and risk-taking sexual behaviour are highly correlated.
The data on nights away from home and non-regular partners were not included because
they were too highly negatively correlated with income and accommodation to attribute a
separate influence. Collectively, STIs, accommodation and income accounted for over 50
per cent of the variation in risk taking behaviour. The results, therefore, of the
accommodation and STI variables must be considered in conjunction with the income
variables to determine the impact of absolute income.
Both the absolute income variables - income and income squared - were significant at the
,5 percent level, both with p values of 0.000. The income coefficient exhibited a negative
sign and income squared a positive sign. Income, therefore, was found to reduce the risk
of infection, but at a decreasing rate and eventually income squared becomes the
dominant influence and an increase in income increases risk. The results are displayed
graphically below as the predicted risk of infection allowing only income to vary, and by
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The relationship outlined above does not suggest that employees with very high income
are the most at risk, as the other factors associated with income have not been included.
Furthermore, it must be noted that the sample size in the higher income groups is small.
The estimation process would have attached more weight to the majority of observations
at lower levels of income. At these levels, the influence of income squared would be to
reduce the rate at which income was providing protection. This suggests that there is a
problem associated with an omitted variable. Should income cubed have been included
in the model it would have been expected to yield a negative co-efficient, which would
have had the effect of flattening the right hand side of this graph. Instead of including
.this. :v;ariable, ,and. in an effort to provide more meaningful results, the protective
influences associated with income were directly included, namely differing rates of STIs
and better housing. Once these variables are included, the relationship between income
and risk is as expected.
The risk pattern changes dramatically when other variables are changed. A 25-30 year
old black male, working in KwaZulu-Natal, living in a single sex hostel, with an STI and
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earning a salary at the bottom of the range has a predicted risk of infection of 0.42. An
older white male, on the other hand, working in the Western Cape, living in his own
home, having no STI and earning the top salary has a predicted risk of infection of 0.0l.
The difference is not purely associated with race; if the top earning male were African
his predicted risk would be 0.04. STIs, accommodation and location are clearly very
important. For example, an African male working in Mpumalanga, with no STI, earning
the lowest wage, but living in his own home has a risk of infection of 0.14. If he is
infected with an STI, this increases to 0.21; if he moves to KZN his risk will increase to
0.34, and if he stays in a single sex hostel when he arrives in KZN the risk increases
further to over 0.42.
Absolute income, once STI prevalence and accommodation have been considered, clearly
offers protection against infection, although at a diminishing rate. This result is displayed
graphically below. The points represent the average predicted probability of infection for
individuals with the same value for the income variable.















The above figure shows that once variation III accommodation and the associated
behaviour, and STI prevalence are included, absolute income offers protection against
RIV infection. This provides considerable support to the theory on the role of absolute
income in the spread ofRIV.
4.4.7 The model
Overall, the regression results were significant at the 5 per cent level with a p value of
0.0000. The final log likelihood was -966.657; although not a very close fit, the model
was significant. As with the previous analysis, the nature of the data is such that, while it
was hoped that the regression would be significant, a close fit was not expected.
The available data did not allow for the model to be fully specified. As a result of this
limitation, there will be omitted variables. The implications of this are two fold; firstly,
as with most regression models with omitted variables that are correlated with included
variables, bias is introduced into the estimation by causing the included variables to be
correlated with the error term. Secondly, in logit regressions there are negative
implications, even if the omitted variables are not correlated with any of the included
variables. In this situation, although the omissions do not bias the results, the estimation
is inconsistent.
As these problems are unavoidable, given the nature of the topic and the limitations of the
available data, the model was re-estimated using ordinary least squares with robust
standard errors. While not solving the problems of omitted variables, the exercise did
show that the results were robust to model choice. The results of the re-estimation
yielded the same signs and similar levels of significance.
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4.4.8 Summary
The analysis of company X data yielded the expected results. The age variables
displayed the same pattern as is typically associated with male infections. The direction
of the differences between the provinces, where significant, were similar to those
recorded in the national antenatal clinic surveys. The differences between ethnic groups
were as expected.
Income appeared to offer protection against RN infection, but at a diminishing rate.
Once other variables associated with income are also allowed to vary, the protective role
of absolute income became far clearer.
The results in this section also bear some resemblance to the discussion in the theory
chapter about the likely relationship between income and RN prevalence among a cross
section of the population. This discussion concluded that RN prevalence would be a
cubic function of income. In that case, income would have a positive coefficient, income
squared negative, and income cubed positive. In the company X, cross section income
has a negative coefficient and income squared a positive one. The results here are not a
contradiction of the cross sectional discussion. This sample is truncated in so far as only
employed persons are included. It is this omitted portion of the population where the
positive relationship with income would most likely be observed, as it includes those
living in abject poverty through to the unskilled labourers. If this part of the population
had been included, the first expected effect of income (moving from low to high) would
have been to increase risk, then to decrease risk but at a decreasing rate. Income would
therefore be expected to have a positive sign, income squared a negative sign and income
cubed again positive. Starting at a higher income level, as is the case with company data,
the first expected effect of income would be to decrease risk, but at a decreasing rate.
Income would therefore be expected to show a negative relationship to risk and income
squared a positive.
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4.5 Analysis of further company data
The data from company X allowed for the investigation of a number of different issues
associated with income and the risk of RIV infection. For example, it allowed for the
separation of the role of income from that of ethnic group. Data available from other
companies are not as detailed and do not lend themselves to such analysis. They do,
however, provide a view of the unadjusted relationship between income and EIV
prevalence.
The following are data from two other companies in the region that have conducted
surveys among their employees. This figure displays the results, by job band/level for
the two companies and provides the data from company X as a comparison.
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In both situations the prevalence falls as the level of employment increases. As higher
job bands are associated with higher income, the graphs indicate falling prevalence with
increasing income. The observed decrease in the prevalence in the South African
agricultural company data, however, cannot be interpreted solely as the protective
influence of absolute income, as the composition of the job bands with regard to ethnic
group has not been considered. For both companies, the graphs also represent different
age structures across job bands and associated differences in prevalence. These issues
aside, the data provides further evidence that RN prevalence decreases as average
income increases.
4.6 Summary
This chapter was divided into four section: the first re-examined previous studies, the
second analysed antenatal clinic prevalence data, the third data from company X and the
final section looked briefly at data from other companies. The results of these analyses
are summarised as follows:
The first section revisited the findings of two types of studies: an example of an
individual risk study and one of a study conducted at a country level. On the one hand,
individual level analyses have typically found that the risk of HIV infection increases as
an individual's socio-economic status increases. On the other hand, country level studies,
have found that as the income of a country increases so the prevalence rate falls. Efforts
to explain these apparently contradictory findings have argued that the individual level
studies were measuring the relationship between the risk of infection and income, using
data _on infections that had occurred at the early stages of the epidemic. At these early ..
stages of the epidemic, it has been argued, knowledge on how to modify behaviour in
order to protect oneself was scarce. As this knowledge became available, the wealthy
would be the fust to change their behaviour, as they have better access to information.
The theory presented in this thesis expands on this argument in an attempt to develop a
more comprehensive understanding of how such a contradiction could have occurred and
to understand how these findings may have changed as knowledge has become more
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widely available. While previous work focused on how changing information would
change the role of income, this thesis goes further to explore what this changed role
might be. The findings of the two studies revisited in this chapter are in line with
expectations based on the theory developed in this thesis. Individual studies are argued
to fmd primarily the effects of relative income, while country studies measure the role of
absolute income. Within the framework of such a theory, the results of the studies were
not in contradiction when they were conducted nor would they be in contradiction if they
were conducted now and yielded similar results. While the availability of information
will have almost certainly changed the distribution of infections within a population, the
theory developed here suggests that there will still be times where a positive relationship
between income (relative at least) and risk of infection will be found.
The studies outlined in the literature review and the examples re-examined in this chapter
were not designed to test the hypotheses posed in chapter 2. For this purpose additional
analyses where conducted using antenatal clinic and company data. The results of the
antenatal clinic data analysis suggest that even at an advanced stage of an epidemic there
is a relative income effect. That is to say that there are times when income is positively
related to risk. This provides support for H2, that relative income increases an
individual's risk of infection, at least in regard to women, although the data did not allow
for the examination of H2 in relation to men. The argument that relative income increases
the risk of women was a difficult one to make compared to the same argument for men
and is based largely on the assumed link between women's risk and the risk of their
partner. Therefore, while the findings of the analysis do not provide direct support for H2
in relation to men it does so indirectly.
The theory of the dual role of income in the spread of HN does not suggest that income
will always be positively related to risk of infection. Indeed, this is argued only to be the
case within reference groups. The theory predicts that, when individuals are taken from
different reference groups with a wide range of absoh,Jte income levels, the trend will be a
decline in risk as income levels increase. Within such a sample there may well be
individuals from the same reference group; for this sub sample, risk would be expected to
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increase for those with higher income levels, but across the range of income the risk of
infection would be expected to fall. This expectation, the basis of HI, that as absolute
income increases so risk decreases, was examined with the use of company data. Indeed
the results of the analysis were in line with HI. As income increased, risk was found to
decrease, albeit at a decreasing rate. A similar trend was observed in HIV prevalence
levels at different job bands from two other companies, although no controls could be
used to isolate how much of the trend was a result of increasing income.
Overall, this chapter has presented results which are in line with expectations based on
the theory of the dual role of income in the spread ofHIV. Two data sets were examined,
both collected in the same country at a similar time. One suggests that as income
(education) increases, so does risk, while the other suggests that as income increases risk
decreases. These results have been generated using data from a mature epidemic. The
theory developed in this thesis provides a possible explanation of these results, which
argues that far from being contradictory, the results are as expected. The data sets
examined where, as discussed in each section, limited. The analyses are based on a
number of assumptions and the findings here are only in line with the theory in so far as
those assumptions are in line with reality. While it is argued that all these assumptions




The Extension of the Theory of the Dual Role of Income in the
Spread of RIV
5.1 Introduction
The theory and the analysis thus far have examined the role of income in the spread of
HIV in terms of a static analysis. The emphasis has been on what the differences in risk
are for people with different incomes. This chapter develops the theory to include a
dynamic component and discusses what the likely implications are for changes in
individual income. This chapter also deals in more detail than before, with the role of
different income distributions.
While the results outlined in the previOUS chapter support some of the hypotheses
developed in this chapter, the data are largely insufficient to test the aspects of the theory
developed here. Although the testing of the theory in this chapter is not possible at this
stage, it is useful and interesting to apply the concepts developed more broadly.
5.2 Individual changes in income
A change in the level of income of an individual changes both the average absolute
income of the reference group and also the individual's position within the group. The
resultant change in risk will be determined by a number of factors. It may also be the
case that the change in risk for an individual with income X resulting from an increase in
income to income Y might be different from the difference in risk between an individual
with income X and an individual with income Y.
To examine the implications of a change in income, it is useful to follow through the
likely impact of an increase in income for a male and a female.
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Consider fIrst a male with a given income. His risk is determined by the absolute income
of his reference group and his relative income within that group. If his income increases,
this increases the absolute income of his reference group as well as his relative income
within the group. Unless his increase in income is very large, or his reference group is
very small, the resultant increase in absolute income of the group will be small and
unlikely to make any difference to the group's risk. His increase in relative income
increases his power within his reference group and his attractiveness, these two factors
work together, and depending on his sexual preferences, will increase his risk of infection
if he demands more sexual partners, or leave it stable if he does not. On average,
therefore, an increase in a male's income will increase his risk of infection. This is the
same relationship as that discussed in the cross section; a decrease is also likely to be
similar to the cross sectional relationship.
The influence on risk of a female change in income is more diffIcult to determine.
According to the principle of positive assortative matching, the higher the socio-
economic status of a woman the higher the likely status of her partner. Therefore, if the
income of a female increases, she will likely partner with a male of higher socio-
economic status. The risk that her partner is, or will become, HN positive is therefore
greater, thereby increasing her risk of infection. This again is the same relationship as in
the cross section. It fails, however, to deal with women who are already in a partnership.
An increase in income for a woman already partnered increases her power within the
relationship. This increase in power can reduce her risk of infection. For example, a
woman with greater power in a relationship will be more able to influence condom use
and possibly the number of other partners her partner. has; both actions reduce her risk.
The influence on the risk of infection of an increase in income is different for women
with partners compared to those without. Similarly, a decrease in the income of a woman
who is alreadypartnered decreases her power within the relationship, thereby, on
average, increasing her risk of infection.
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Changes in an individual's level of income affect their relative income and therefore their
risk, but the influence on absolute income is likely to be too small to have any
meaningful effect on risk. In contrast, if the income of every member of the group
increases, then absolute income could be affected to such an extent that the risk of the
group changes. There are, therefore, changes that affect the group's average absolute
income to the extent that they affect the risk of the entire group but do not affect the
relative income distribution, while others only change an individual's relative income.
Changes in the income of sub-groups of individuals within the reference group or
changes in the distribution of income within the group lie in between these two types of
changes, affecting relative income and, where large enough, absolute income. Both these
changes in distribution and of sub group income are discussed in the following sections.
5.3 Income distribution
Income distribution can be discussed in two contexts: 'within group' income distribution
and 'between group' income distribution. 'Within group' income distribution is the
driving force behind relative income. If income were distributed equally within each
group, every individual would have an income equal to the group average and there
would be no relatively deprived or wealthy individuals. Within groups, two types of
income inequality are important in detennining risk: between sex inequality and within
sex inequality. The greater the income inequality between men and women the greater
the power men have over women. If, as it is assumed, on average men prefer more
partners to fewer, the greater the power men have the more sexual partners they will
have, placing themselves and their partners at greater risk of infection. An increase in the
income inequality between men and women in favour of men will, therefore, increase the ..
risk of the entire group. A distribution of income towards women, while maintaining the
same average income for the group, would reduce the risk of the entire group by reducing
the power of men within that group.
In addition to income inequalities between the sexes, inequalities within sexes are also
important, particularly for males. Core groups are important in the spread of RN.
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Income inequality among men creates a core group of relatively wealthy men. This core
group is arguably responsible for spreading RIV among the poorer women of the
reference group and indirectly to the poorer women's male partners. If the power
relationship between men and women is in part a function of the absolute level of, and
the relative difference in, income, then, as male inequality increases, the power of the
men at the upper end of the distribution will likely be increased, increasing the likelihood
of risky behaviour. At the same time as inequality increases the power of the men at the
upper end of the distribution, it decreases the power of those at the other end. This is,
however, unlikely to negate the entire increase in risk resulting from the increase in the
power of men at the other end of the distribution. The increase in power, it is argued,
increases the risk of the men at the top end of the distribution and by a similar margin the
risk of their partners but it also, albeit to a lesser extent, increases the risk of women at
the lower end of the distribution. These women are likely to partner the men at the lower
end. The increase in men's power, therefore, could well increase the risk of all men and
women in the reference group.
Income inequality among females is also important. An increase in income inequality
will likely increase the power of men over women who lose in the redistribution. At the
same time, the risk of women who gain may be increased, as they are likely to partner
with higher risk men, if they have not already partnered.
'Between group' income inequality is also likely to play a role in determining risk.
Arguably, other things being equal, a population with a given average income will have
higher rates of infection the higher the rate of income inequality. Increases in absolute
income should offer.protection against RIV but, except at very low levels of absolute.
income, these increases are likely to lead to progressively smaller decreases in risk. A
redistribution of income from the wealthy should, therefore, result in a smaller increase in
risk of infection than the decrease in risk resulting from the increase in income of the
poorer members of the population.
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In the context of this theory, income inequality is argued to affect the spread of RIV in a
number of different ways. Inequality between the sexes is likely to influence power
relations and therefore risk. Inequality within the sexes affects the distribution of power
and therefore risk. Inequality between groups affects risk as a result of the non-linear
relationship between absolute income and risk ofRIV infection.
The discussion of the role played by the different types of inequality can be combined
with the analysis of income changes and their influence on individual risk of infection, in
order to examine the implications for reference groups of changes in the income of sub
groups - that is, groups of individuals within reference groups as opposed to sub
reference groups.
5.4 SUb-group changes in income
Some sub-groups can change income levels and the net impact on group risk is unclear,
while for other groups all factors work in the same direction and the net influence on risk
is more obvious. For example, if a group of males gains some additional income, male
inequality may increase and male female inequality will increase. If both these increases
in inequality occur they will increase the risk of the entire group. If, however, the group
and the increase in income are large enough there may be some protective influence
associated with an increase in the references group's absolute income. The two factors
work in opposite directions, thereby making the net outcome on risk of infection
indeterminate. If the increase in income increases male:female inequality but decreases
male inequality then the inequalities will also work in opposite directions, further
clouding the outcome.
If the sub-group were all women, the situation would also be complicated. The increase
in income could increase the risk of the women who gain or, as discussed previously, it
might reduce their risk if they are already in a more permanent partnership. Even if it did
increase their risk, the increase is relative to other women by improving their socio-
economic status and thereby increasing the likely socio-economic status of their partner.
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But just as this increases their risk, it reduces the risk of women who may now partner
with a male with lower socio-economic status because they were displaced by the women
whose income increased. The increase in relative income is therefore likely to result in
no change in average risk or a reduction in average risk. At the same time, the increase in
female income will reduce the inequality between men and women and in so doing
reduce the power of men in the reference group and reduce the average risk of the group.
If the group and the increase in income are large, the increase in income may be large
enough to improve absolute reference group income enough to benefit from its protective
influence.
If the sub-group were mixed, the net effect of an increase in income would be very
difficult to determine. The more income that goes to the relatively deprived, regardless
of their sex, the more likely the net outcome is to reduce risk. Similarly, if income
increases, the greater the proportion of that increase that goes to women, the better the net
outcome for the entire group's risk will be.
5.5 Summary
This chapter has attempted to extend the Theory of the Dual Role of Income in the
Spread of HIV developed in chapter 2. Prior to this chapter, the focus had been on
explaining the reasons for cross sectional variations in HN prevalence that are in part a
result of different income levels. This chapter has introduced a dynamic component,
discussing how changes in income for groups and individuals might change their risk of
infection.
What is important to note from the chapter is that income distribution and individual and
group changes in income have implications for the risk of the entire reference group.
Furthennore, increases in income that affect absolute income may not always have a
positive outcome if the distributional impacts worsen the situation more than the increase
in absolute income betters it.
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Some of the theory developed in this chapter does relate to the results presented in the
previous chapter. Most notably, the argument that the greater the degree of male: female
inequality in favour of men, the higher the risk for the entire reference group. The
analysis of the data from the antenatal clinics found this very relationship.
While the other extensions to the theory cannot be easily tested, it is important to
consider some of the possible implications. The following chapter considers the
implications of the results outlined in the previous chapter and discusses the theory




RN in Africa is transmitted primarily through unprotected heterosexual sex. The sexual
and health seeking behaviours of individuals play an important role in the determination
of their risk of being infected. The discussions in this thesis add to the argument that,
while these behaviours are important, it is the context in which they occur that is key.
Contexts shape behaviour and the risk of that behaviour. This thesis has concentrated on
one factor contributing to the risk context, the role of income.
Previous work in the area had highlighted a number of important issues, but there
appeared to be a contradiction between different types of studies. Research on individual
level risk found that the higher an individual's income the higher their risk of infection
(Ainsworth and Semali, 1998), while country level studies found that the higher the
income of a country the lower the prevalence (Over, 1998). Efforts to explain this
apparent contradiction suggested that it had occurred because the individual level studies
had measured the role of income at the early stages of the epidemic when knowledge of
protective behaviours was not widespread (World Bank, 1997). This thesis has attempted
to build on this explanation, discussing and examining how the relationship at a group
and individual level, between income and risk may have changed as knowledge has
become more widespread.
This development of existing work was achieved by applying the concepts of relative and
absolute income to the question of what role income plays in the spread of RN. The
concepts of relative and absolute income, typically associated with the debate on
differential health outcomes between wealthy countries, have allowed for a distinction to
be drawn between risk associated with an individual's income independent of others and
relative to other members of their reference group. This distinction facilitated the
development of the theory of the dual role of income in the spread of RN, which builds
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on previous studies and explanations by examining how a change in income can increase
and decrease risk, and discussing how the net effect is likely to be determined.
The Theory of the Dual Role of Income in the Spread of RN hypothesises that two
individuals with equal income, the same sexual preferences and of the same sex and age
will have different levels of risk, depending on the average income of their reference
group. The lower the average income of their group the higher the risk of their infection.
This occurs for two reasons: firstly the lower the average income of the group, the higher
the risk for everyone in that group and secondly, the lower the group average the higher
their income is relative to others within the group.
The lower average income of the group is argued to affect group and individual risk as
follows. Access to health services and education is lower at lower levels of income; as a
result STIs are more prevalent and knowledge of protective behaviours more rare. The
average risk of RIV infection among group members is, therefore, greater the lower the
average income of the group. This affects the risk of an individual in the group in two
ways. Firstly, their risk is affected by access to health services and knowledge; even if
they themselves have greater knowledge, their behaviours will be constrained by what is
deemed acceptable by the group. Secondly, the higher the average risk of the group, the
greater the chance that sexual partners selected by an individual from the group are RIV
positive. This increases an individual's probability of coming into contact with the virus
and therefore their risk of infection.
The second risk factor associated with lower average group income is that the lower the
average the higher an individual's income is relative to other members of the group. For
men, this increases their power and attractiveness within the group, increasing, on
average, their number of sexual partners, in turn increasing the risk that they will come
into contact with RIV. For women, it increases the probability that they will partner with
a male of higher relative income and associated higher risk.
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Returning to the two identical individuals from different groups: if one individual were
from a group with low average income, but at the upper end of the income distribution
within that group, while the other was from the bottom end of the income distribution of
a group with much higher average income, then the fIrst individual would be at far
greater risk of RN infection than the second.
While an ideal data set to examine the explanatory power of this theory does not exist,
there are other data sources the analysis of which produces results in line with
expectations based on the theory. Income appears to increase the risk, at least for
women, of individuals within groups with similar average incomes. But between groups
with very different incomes, income appears to reduce the risk of the individuals within
those groups. Furthermore, the data analysed in this thesis provided evidence of the
importance of group characteristics in the determination of individual risk. The analysis
suggested that within groups with high rates of female poverty and male:female income
inequality the risk of all group members was increased. Similarly, the higher the rate of
mobility of the group the greater the risk for the entire group. Finally, evidence was
presented that suggests that the poor (reference groups with low average absolute
income) living in wealthy areas 11 , are worse affected than the poor in poor areas.
All of the results presented in this thesis support the argument that context and group
characteristics are important in determining individual risk. These results are, therefore,
in line with much of the literature reviewed in the fIrst chapter of this thesis. Research
has highlighted, among other things, the importance of STIs, access to health care, social
constructs of acceptable behaviour, risks associated with poverty, the importance of
information, and gender inequalities.
Taken collectively, the implications of these fIndings are substantial. Diverting, for a
moment away from RN, the implications for the prevention of RN become clearer. Let
us say, for the purpose of illustration, that my offIce is in a building on the side of a road
11 In other words reference groups with low average absolute income are at greater risk if they live in close
proximity to reference groups with high absolute income.
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and the place where I eat lunch is on the other side of this road, directly opposite. Further
along this road there are traffic lights. Each day I come out of my office to get lunch, but
because I am over-worked I have very little time. So each day I come out, run across the
road and buy lunch. Now I am not the only one doing this each day, a number of others
in the same building do the same, because they too are over-worked. This is rather a
dangerous exercise as the road is busy with cars and bicycles. Being hit by a bicycle
won't kill you, but will slow you down and will therefore increase your chances of being
hit by a car, which will kill you. The problem has got to such a stage that the manager of
the building regularly calls us all in and tells us of the dangers of running across the road.
But my lunch break is still too short, as I still have too much work, and the traffic light is
still too far. I am sure that I will not get hit by a car, and while I could do without lunch
and wait for dinner, really I'd rather not, so I still go out and run across the road, not
every day now, but most of the time. The only difference when I do it now is that I know
that it's not safe.
What is clear from the above example is that my behaviour is shaped by my
circumstances and that the risk of that behaviour is determined by how busy the road is;
in other words, by the context in which my behaviour occurs. While it is necessary for
me to know how to protect myself, it is equally necessary for the context to be changed to
allow me to use that knowledge. What then is the appropriate response? Less work and
more time for lunch? Perhaps move the traffic lights, ban bicycles or build a bridge?
To prevent HIV, more than information will be needed. For this epidemic to be stopped,
without a cure or a vaccine, will require fundamental changes in society. Targets for
prevention efforts should be poverty,. the distribution of wealth, factors promoting
mobility, access to health care and other contextual factors that affect the spread ofHIV.
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Variables examined but excluded12 from the final model
Variable Mean Std. Dev Description
Total population 8126.64 5265.982 Total population ofthe magisterial
district in which the clinic was
located
Age at first birth 19.44 4.14 Average age of women in the
magisterial district at the time of the
birth of their first child
National roads 0.56 0.50 Dummy variable indicating if the
magisterial district had a national
road passing through it
Urbanisation 0.44 0.36 Proportion of households in the
magisterial district classified as
urban
Male average 436.88 209.47 Average income of all adult males in
Income the magisterial district
Female average 234.14 132.28 Average income of all adult females
Income in the magisterial district
Working male 1225.03 282.78 Average income of all employed
average Income men in the magisterial district
Working female 880.07 234.62 Average income of all employed
average Income women in the magisterial district
Female to male 0.53 0.14 Female average income as a
Income proportion of male average income
Working female 0.72 0.07 Working female's income as a
12 Variables were excluded if they were insignificant when included only with age variables and with the
final model.
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income to working proportion of working men's income
male income
Proportion of 0.08 0.10 Households living in informal
households in housing as a proportion of all
informal housing households in the magisterial district
Not working 0.71 0.07 Proportion of adults not employed
Visitors 0.02 0.01 Proportion of total adult population
classified as visitors on census night
Long distance work 0.05 0.04 Proportion of working adults
related mobility working outside the province
Short distance work 0.04 0.05 Proportion of working adults
related mobility working outside the magisterial
district of the household but within
the same province
Long distance male 0.08 0.08 Proportion of working men working
work related outside the province
mobility
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